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1 . INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Air Force has sponsored several programs in pursuit of the

Automatic Technical Control (ATEC) of telecommunications networks. Systems

have been developed which perform extensive "out-of-servicen channel analysis

and which have a limited capability for "in-service" monitoring. "Out-of-

service" refers to channels not in use at the time of testing. "In-service"

refers to non-intrusive probing of a channel while it is transferring

information. When a channel has degraded to such a degree that it will no

longer transfer data with sufficient accuracy to maintain effective

communications, it has "failed." When a channel fails, it is necessary to

re-route the data through a back-up channel and subject the failed channel to

out-of-service testing. The development of in-service channel monitoring

techniques is desirable since it would minimize the number of reserve channels

required and would provide advanced warning of channel failures before
acceptable service is disrupted. The implementation of such an in-service

monitoring capability would probably provide more reliable service, while

reducing overall system maintenance costs, by scheduling down time on failing

channels for testing during off-peak hours.

The objective of this effort was to theoretically and experimentally

investigate the use of modem signature analysis techniques for in-service

channel-quality monitoring of voice bandwidth channels used for digital

transmission. "Modem signatures" is the term applied to any characteristic

derived from the signal sourae by measurement or transformation (FFT, for

example) for use by a generalized algorithm. Monitoring refers to the

determination of the tranmission channel condition and, ideally, to the

identification of the type and degree of impairments affecting the channel, to

aid the operator in effectively managing available resources (channels) and

maximizing up-time.

t ' 1-1



2. BACKGROUND

Recent developments in microprocessor and VLSI technology have reduced

modem and computer costs and have resulted in an increased utilization of

telecommunications channels for data communication purposes. In response to

the increasing demand for enhanced in-service monitoring capabilities, the Air

Force Communications Service (AFCS), in 1977, performed an in-house

investigation which showed that a "large variety" of in-service data modem

samples could be distinguished from one another. After the installation of

the Wire-Line simulator at the Digital Communications Experimental Facility

(DICEF), RADC, it became possible to simulate degraded channel conditions in a

controlled fashion. With this capability, a four-modem database was

generated. The modems were each processed through the wire-line simulator

where varying degrees of impairments were added. The modems of the original

database are listed in Table 2-1. Each modem sample cut was approximately 1

1/2 seconds long and digitized at 12800 samples per second. The type and

degree of impairments collected are shown in Table 2-2.

The features used in the experiment were functionally equivalent to

I calculating the autocorrelation of the signal after it had been quantized to 1
bit. This is shown graphically in Figure 2-1. Generally, the lowest lags of

the autocorrelation provided the best discrimination between modems.

It was shown that the four-modem database could be separated with

complete reliability in the presence of noise, harmonic distortion, and phase

jitter. No attempt, however, was made to characterize the channel condition.

The problem of identifying signal features and classification algoriths to

perform channel degradation detection and classification were the goals of the

-* Modem Signature Analysis (MSA) effort. The remainder of this report discusses

the results of this program.

2-1
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Figure 2-1: Illustration of the Effects of Quantizing a
Signal to 1 Bit
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3.DATABASE OVERVIEW

Under the present effort, it was agreed to expand the original four-modem

database. As more modems were added to the database it became more difficult

to Classify a modem type. Further, the problem of deducing the channel

quality had more Cases of "normal" operating parameters to consider. It was,

however, decided that the original four modems did not provide a sufficient

basis for an investigation of this scope.

The seven additional modems collected under this effort, together with

the original four, are listed in Table 3-1. All of the later collections ware

at a sampling rate of 17.2 KHz in contrast to the earlier collection which

Used 12.8 KHz. All the signals of the first collection included cuts impaired

with varying amounts of Gaussian noise, harmonic distortion, or phase Jitter

*at 10, 60 and 120 Hz. In addition, each signal included some Cuts impaired

* with a combination of Gaussian noise and phase Jitter at 60 Hz.

* Under this effort, there Was concern that the wireline simulator's

capability to inject harmonic distortion Was not functioning correctly.

Because of this, no cases of harmonic distortion were collected under this

effort. All signals were, however, collected while impaired with Gaussian

noise and/or phase Jitter. The range of impairments collected for each modem

of the complete database is shown in Table 3-2.

The complete database contained a total of 311 modem samples. Each modem

type was supplied on a raw formatted tape accompanied by a log sheet

describing the 30 or so cuts on that particular tape. The cross-referencing

between the logsheets and data tapes soon became unmanageable as the database

*grew larger. It Was decided to eliminate the need for the log sheet

referencing by encoding the modem type and collection parameters Into the name

of the file which stored each cut of data.

3-1
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Software development was performed on a VAX 11/780 and on a PDP 11/45.

The target processor wIs a PDP 11/40. Both operating systems (VAX VMS and

PDP-11 RS3X1M) support FILES-11 disk file structure. FILES-11 allows each

file to be named by a nine-character name and a three-character extension.

The filename encoding scheme employed is shown in Table 3-3. The first

four characters include the generic code information, including the number of

bits/second, the baud rate, and modulation type. The first character is an

arbitrary, unique symbol assigned to represent each individual modem type.

Table 3-1 includes the generic code label for each modem.

Several benefits are immediately evident from this scheme. For example,

if all modems with a baud rate of 2400 are desired, it is simply necessary to

scan all the file names for those with a "3" in the third position.

Furthermore, reviewing the success of a processing run is simplified because

all available groundtruth is encoded into the filename of the data sample.

In addition to the generic and ID information encoded into the filenme,

the impairments present on the channel are also encoded. The fifth character

describes the nature of the impairment. As shown in Table 3-3, codes "R" andI"1" refer to the raw modem signal which has not been passed through the 4A

line, and to the modem signal which has been passed through the 4A line with

no impairments added, respectively. The two-character field "FI" identifies

the amount of Gaussian noise or harmonic distortion added to the sample in

dB'3s. Field "F2" indicates the amount of phase jitter in degrees peak-to-

peak. This allows the encoding of combined noise and phase jitter information

In the filename. Note that whenever phase jitter occurs in combination with

Gaussian noise, the frequency of the phase jitter component is always 60 Hz.

k This case corresponds to an "I" code of "4". The other frequencies of phase

Jitter each are identified by a separate "I" code of "6" through u90; field

"F2" shows the degrees peak-to-peak.
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Table 3-3

MODEM ID DATA BASE FILENAME CONVENTION

T # I F1 F2 ".WAV"

TYPE BITS/SEC. BAUD MODULATION

P - PARADYNE 9600 1-1200 1-1200 F-FSK

2-21400 2-1600 D-PSK/DPSK

L - LENKURT 26C 3-14800 3-21400 Q-QAM

. 4-9600 LI-2567 P-PAM

H - HUGHES 276 5-16000 5-14800

C - CODEX LSI 9600 (1) IMPAIRMENT (Fl) FIELD 1 (F2) FIEDDO 2

M- PARADYNE MP 0NO 4A 00 00

1 - 4A CLEAN 00 00

A-CODEX LSI 48 MODE A 2 - HARMONIC DIST. +dB 00

3 - GAUSSIAN NOISE +dB 00

B - CODEX LSI 48 MODE B 14 - NOISE 9 PHASE JITTER +dB P/P a

5- - CALIBRATION SIGNAL 00 00

D - CODEX LSI 48 MODE C 6 - JITTER 610 hz 00 P/P0

7 - JITTER 060 hz 00 P/P0

V - VECO 8 - JITTER *120 hz 00 P/P0

9 - JITTER S180 bz 00 P/P 0

R - HARRIS

X - MD-674

Table 3-3
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Code "5", described as calibration signals in Table 3-3, includes a

variety of test signals. These are typically test tones or Gaussian noise

passed through the simulated 4A channel.

3.1 DATA COLLECTION

All of the data Collection Was performed at the RADC/DICEF, Griffiss Air

Force Base by RADC personnel. The original data collection setup is shown in

Figure 3-1. The random sequence generator provides a repetitive random stream

into the modem under test. The modem output is fed to the wireline simulator.

The signal is digitized in the simulator and the channel characteristics and

programmed impairments are added. The resultant signal is D/A converted and

then leaves the simulator. After anti-aliasing filtering the signal is re-

digitized at 12.8 KHz for data collection and recorded on 7-track magtape by

the DICEF 9303 processor. For the purpose of this investigation, the data was

converted by RADC personnel to 9-track magtape and supplied to PAR Technology

Corporation.

The original database for the MSA effort contained 4 modem types:

. CDX LSI-9600 - QAM

* Hughes HC-276 - DPSK

9 Paradyne LSI-96 - PAM (Vestigual Side Band)

e Lenkurt 26-C - FSK

The second series of data collections were performed on the setup shown

in Figure 3.2 Note the 51.6 KHz sample rate into the AP120B. Data Was

resampled by three to reduce the sampling rate to 17.2 KHz before being passed

to the PDP 11/40 processor and saved to magtape.
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From the two collections a total of 11 modems were sampled. Four sampled

at 12.8 KHz and seven sampled at 17.2 KHz. In order that features extracted

from the mode= signals be comparable, it is required that all of the samples

have the same sampling rate. Therefore, it was determined that the sample

rate of the database be unified. Further, in order that minimum error be

introduced into the signals, it was decided that the 17.2 KHz sampling rate

would be resampled down to approximate the lower sampling rate, 12.8 KHz.

A method known in engineering as Sampling Rate Decimation, was applied to

the 17.2 KHz sampled selected Modem types in the MSA database to alleviate

this sampling rate discrepancy. The implementation of this sampling reduction

algorithm is fairly straight forward and is described elsewhere 1 . A summary

of the method is given here.

The two sampling rates contained in the lSA database were 12.8 KHz and

17.2 KHz. Since 12.8 KHz is approximately three-quarters of 17.2 KHz, the

sampling rate reduction technique to be applied is straightforward. The

approach accomplishes the reduction of the sampling rate from 17.2 Ktz to 12.9

KHz within 0.8% of the desired sampling rate 12.8 KHz. The procedure is

indicated below:

1. Initial Data is obtained at a sampling rate of 17.2 KHz.

2. Pad each sample in the Raw Input Data File with 2 zeros

3. Apply a Low pass filter with a 6 KHz cutoff and a gain of 3.0

4. Resample by a factor of 4

1 Proceeding of the IEEE, Vol. 69, No. 3, March 1981 "Interpolation and
Decimation of Digital Signals -- A Tutorial Review." by Ronald E.
Crochiere, Lawrence R. Rabiner.
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After execution of step (2), the data stream will have an effective

sampling rate of 51.6 KHz. The 6 KHz low-pass, linear-phase FIR filter will

interpolate the padded zeros and act as an anti-aliasing filter.

Since the effective sampling rate is currently 51.6 KHz, resampling of

the data by a factor of 4 yields a sampling rate of 12.9 KHz, which is within

0.8% of our desired sampling rate, 12.8 KHz. Following the conversion of all

modem types originally collected at a sampling rate of 17.2 XHz to the 12.9

KHz sample rate, extensive tests were performed to insure the validity of the

resampled data. Figure 3-3 shows a time plot containing the first 1024

samples of the PARADYNE MP-96 modem with AQE added.

This illustration was plotted from the original modem database which was

generated at a 17.2 Kaz sampling rate. Figure 3-4 illustrates a power

spe-tral density plot of the same data. Figure 3-5 shows the same data after

resampling (sampling rate = 12.9 KHz). The difference between the plot shown

in Figure 3-5 and the plot shown in Figure 3-3 indicates the error introduced

by the reduction of the sample rate. By visual inspection, it is clear that

the plots are identical. Inspection of the Power Spectral Densities of the

same modem data at different sampling rates, Figures 3-4 and 3-6, we concluded

that the carrier frequencies and bandwidths of both signals are equal, thus

showing the success of the sampling rate reduction.

The sampling reduction technique was applied to each file in the lSA

database which has been generated using a sampling rate of 17.2 Kz. The

resulting database currently exists with a sampling rate of 12.9 Kz.

Figure 3-7 illustrates the frequency response of the 6 KHz low-pass

filter used in the resampling technique. Figure 3-8 lists the coefficients

which make up the 6 Miz filter.
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3.2 THE WIRELINE SIMULATOR

The wireline simulator was used to produce all of the channel impairments

which were compiled into the NSA database. Since the MSA database will be

studied to suggest possible algorithms and will also serve as a test data set

for any algorithms developed, how the simulator performs the corruption of the

channel will be described. The description will focus on the theory of

operation rather than the implementation details and will emphasize the

particular parameters used during this program rather than the myriad of

options. For further information the reader is referred to at least three

detailed technical manuals available in the DICEF on this subject.

The wireline simulator was originally installed at DICEF in 1970. In

1976 the simulator was upgraded with the addition of a special purpose

programmable signal processor and a new control minicomputer. The description

can be conveniently separated into the original simulator and the upgrade. A

block diagram of the original is shown in Figure 3.9. It comprises a

programmable digital filter, a frequency offset unit, an impulse noise

generator, and interfaces with a general purpose digital computer and with

input and output analog signals.

The digital filter is based on a direct convolutional algorithm employing

a special high-speed arithmetic unit with a 00 nanosecond multiply/add time.

The frequency offset unit performs a digital single-sideband modulation

including jitter of the offset frequency. The impulse generator produces

rectangular pulses, noise bursts and damped sinusoids each with variable

parameters. Automatic amplitude scaling A/D and D/A converters provide an

input/output dynamic range well in excess of the basic converter accuracy.

A block diagram of the upgraded wireline simulator is shown in Figure 3-

10. In this figure the original simulator is represented by the large block

in the left center. It is noted that the upgrade was added in a serial

*fashion to the original. That is, before digital-to-analog conversion at the
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output port of the original, the sampled signal was interrupted and sent to

the upgrade for the addition of more parameters.

The first parameter of interest is additive Gaussian noise. An external

General Radio Type 1390-A Random Noise Generator was applied to the noise

input shown in Figure 3-9. This source was applied before the input A/D

converter and as a result was weighted by the remainder of the simulation.

The next major component applicable to this program is the programmable

digital filter used to simulate the attenuation and delay distortion

characteristics of the wireline channel. The impulse response is represented

by 256 samples. Thus, each output sample is generated by 256 multiply/add

operations in the convolutional filter. The filter performs a multiply/add

operation in 400 nanoseconds. This results in a sampled rate of 1/(400 x 10- 9

x 256) z 9765.50 samples/ sec. The filter employed a typical convolution

algorithm where the nth sample of the output function g(n), is given by

N

g(n) - h(k)f(n - k) (1)

k=O

where h(k) is the sampled impulse response of the filter and f(k) is the input

function. Implementation of Eq. (1) requires two circulating memories, one

which stores h(k) and one which stores f(n - k), and a multiplication/addition

unit which generates g(n). Note that as n advances, a particular sample of

f(k - n) slides relative to h(k). This is achieved in practice by making the

memory which stores f(n - k) one word longer than the memory which stores

h(k). Then, when the h(k) memory completes a full cycle and a new value of

g(n) has been generated, the f(n - k) memory lacks one word of completing a

full cycle. Thus the data in the f(n -k) memory is shifted back by one

position relative to the data in the h(k) memory every cycle. The vacant

position at the beginning of the f(n - k) memory is filled by the new input

sample.
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Figure 3-11 shows a block diagram of the programmable digital filter used

in the simulator. The h(k) memory contains 256 samples of the filter impulse

response and the f(n - k) memory contains 257 samples of the input function.

The particular impulse response required for the filter is loaded into the

h(k) memory from paper tape, through a paper tape reader and control unit.

Voice channel communications often go through carrier systems which

employ single sideband modulation techniques. Usually, the transmitter and

receiver carriers are not exactly locked. In particular, one carrier will

drift in frequency and phase relative to the other one, producing a variable

spectrum shift in the data signal. The frequency shift unit is intended to

simulate this effect. It is capable of introducing a frequency offset in the

spectrum of the data signal. The frequency offset can be modulated by either

a square or sinusoidal modulation waveform where the frequency and deviation

of the modulation can be controlled. This unit was used to impart phase

Jitter to the MSA database.

The frequency shift unit, as implemented, performs a single sideband

modulation directly at audio frequency. The mathematical block diagram of the

unit is shown in Figure 3-12 and a functional diagram is shown in Figure 3-13.

The mathematics of the signal processing are outlined below.

The input to the unit, f(t), is to be shifted in frequency byW, . Since

the duration of f(t) is always finite, it can be represented over its entire

duration by a Fourier series

f(t) - [an..s n(jqt + b sin nqt] (2)

n

The signal f(t) is first passed through a 900 phase shift device and the

resulting quadrature signal is fq(t), where

f (t) " r [b cos n(t) t - an sin n(Ot] (3)

n
3-21
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Finally, the single sideband modulation is performed as the difference of two

products:

f(t) fq W) sin(o t - f(t)cos(Ao t

- bn [b-os ow ~t sin(A~mt + sin n(A t COB mtji LI

+ a Izos nWot coSWmt - sin nW t sinWt]

[' cos(n jo - Wm)t + b sin(nWo - W )

Thus, fs(t) is the same signal as f(t) with the spectrum shifted by an

increment u0m .

The next impairment function to be considered is the harmonic distortion

generator. This device presented a unique design problem since for high

distortion levels it is possible to produce spectral widening with its

associated allasing. The inputs to the distortion generation elements are

band limited so that the distorted output signal will not contain significant

aliauing. This is accomplished as shown in Figure 3-14. All low-pass filters

are compensated for zero delay and zero delay distortion.

The input signal which is sampled at 9765.63 Hz, is first band limited to

2500 Hz and then squared. The output of the squarer will contain second

harmonic components which have a maximum frequency at 5000 Hz. Thus, no

inband aliasing is produced. That output will in turn be band limited to 2500

Hz and again squared to produce components with 4th harmonic components. The
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second and the filtered 4th harmonic compone ts are multiplied to produce 6th

harmonic components. The odd harmonic components are generated by mixing even

harmonic components with the fundmental. Examination of the figure will

reveal that no signal component used will have a spectrum wider than half the

sampling rate. This will avoid all aliasing problems. It should be noted

that none of these components is pure, but the appropriate harmonic energy is

present and by combination of the components, it is possible to generate

arbitrary harmonic distortion. This capability is provided by the weighting

network which implements the coefficients of a Taylor series expansion of the

distortion characteristic to produce the desired harmonic energy. The

operator enters harmonic amplitude and the PDP-8 computes the coefficients.

When the harmonic distortion signal has been generated, the result is then

added to the original, undistorted, signal.

The harmonic distortion process is performed by combining the terms in a

Taylor series expansion.

Distortion Component a a2 S2 (t) + 3S
3(t)

+ a 4S4(t) + a5S
5 (t) + a6S

6 (t)

where S(t) is the input signal to the distortion generator. The 6th order

term in the expansion also contains 4th and 2nd harmonic energy in addition to

the 6th harmonic energy. The PDP-8 OPCOM program is designed to operate on

operator inputs speofying harmonic levels to create the set of coefficients

for the Taylor series which canoel undesired harmonics. Note, this procedure

can function only when signal level is known and S(t) is a sine wave. It is

S-. P.4ssble to generate pure 6th harmonic by requesting the OPCOM program to

generate only a 6th harmonic component. The 3rd harmonic was utilized for the

NSA data collection.
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J4. A HIERARCHICAL APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE MONITORING OF VOICE FREQUENCY CHANNELS

It i3 desired to develop simple and reliable techniques for performance

monitoring of voice frequency communications channels. The problem is

considerably simplified if the performance monitoring unit can observe modem

Outputs. In particular, a number Of existing techniques are available in this

case for predicting bit error probability, which is often the single important

measure of channel quality. Unfortunately, in the present application it

cannot be assumed that the modem outputs are available. This severely

complicates the problem and requires a careful hierarchical approach if the

design objectives are to be achieved. In this section, such an approach is

outlined.

The decision hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 4~-1. On the basis of

observations taken on the voice frequency (VF) line, and without knowledge of

the modem type, a preliminary and obviously gross assessment must be made

concerning whether or not the channel has suffered a catastrophic failure.

This might be the result Of total loss Of signal, or even the SNR ratio

falling to an unacceptably low value. Here in the first step (Phase 1) of the

hierarchy, some tests dealing with estimates of the channel SNE, or Possibly

tests Using spectral analysis techniques may be considered.

Assuming that there is no indication of gross channel failure, the next

phase (2) is the task Of specifically identifying the modem type in service on

the VF communication channel. This level of identification is necessary in

order to be able to predict what is the "normal" channel activity for this

modulation type. The Classifier need not be completely effective. The

Classifier may fail to identify the correct modulation format with a

sufficient degree of certainty. In this case the Classifier may be directed

* to repeat the Classification attempt on successive channel samples a fixed

*number of times. If a confident decision has not been achieved in this

period, it can be declared that a degradation In the modem signal structure
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has occurred, rendering the signal unrecognizable, or that the actual modem

type is not a member of the established set which the classifier is prepared

to recognize.

Assumning the confident classification of the modulation format in Phase

2, it is then required to provide some quantitative evaluation of the muunit

and type of degradation affecting the channel. Phase 3 of the hierarchy is

the quantitative evaluation of degradation and is by far the Most difficult of

the hierarchical tasks to be performed. It may require replication of typical

modem receive functions such as bit synchronization, phase tracking, data

demodulation, and in some cases adaptive equalization. It should be noted

that the actual implementation of the modem receive functions may differ from

that of any specific modem types. That is, if a correct identification of the

modulation format has been made in Phase 2, then it is Possible in principle

to construct (in software) a generic modem which is functionally equivalent to

the actual modem on the VF line under test. While in principle this

replication of modem receive functions is Possible, it is potentially complex

in terms Of implementation. Nevertheless, we proceeded under the assumption

that any implementation can be achieved, so that the direction of the

investigation would not be biased toward the readily realizable solution.

4-3
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5. ALGORITHM INVESTIGATION

Throughout the course of this effort, a variety of algorithms were

investigated for all phases of the hierarchical approach described in Section

4. It is frequent that algorithms overlap the boundaries between hierarchical

tasks, being able to contribute to more than one phase of the problem. For

this reason, the algorithms investigated will be presented here without strict

observance in identifying the precise hierarchy. Rather, the choice of

algorithms to be demonstrated, and the structure of the demonstration system

will be the subject of Section 6.

5.1 MODEM SPECTRAL PROFILE ANALYSIS

The goal of the spectral analysis investigation was to evaluate the use

of signal power spectra for use as a feature space from which decisions

concerning the channel traffic type and/or channel quality could more readily

be performed. One member of each modem group was selected. The spectral

estimates of these signals are shown in Figures 5-1 through 5-11. Each plot

represents the average of ten 1024-point power spectra. Hanning weighting has

been applied and the plot is clipped off 40 dB down from the spectrum maximum.

The horizontal divisions each mark 1OdB. The frequency range is from 0 to 6400

Hz, or 256 Hz per vertical tic mark. Any DC component has been removed.

The first two spectra illustrate the FSK modulation type. The familiar

carrier frequencies are easily detectable. The three DPSK, 1200 baud modems

are shown in Figures 5-3 through 5-5. The lower edge of the pass band region

for each sample contains spurious channel data, such as noise. The roll-off

of the lower-edge for the three modems is not identical, which is required if

any feature measurements are to be made in this region for the purposes of

generic type identification. A potentially valuable feature is shown in the

PAM, 4800 baud signal spectrum (PARADYNE LSI-96) shown in Figure 5-10. Here

the 2853 Hz carrier is apparent above the other pass band components.
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Another technique used to reveal signal properties Was to apply full-ave

rectification prior to the spectrum computation. This process Was shown to be

very effective in enhancing the spectral component at the baud rate. Figures

5-12 through 5-15 show the power spectral average for the FSK 1200 baud, DPSK

1200 baud, DPSK 1600 baud and QiM 1600 baud signals, respectively. No baud

component enhancement occurred for the higher speed modems.

5.2 AUTO-CORRELATION ANALYSIS

As a prerequisite to the determination of the type and degree of

Impairments affecting the channel under study, an identification of the

channel traffic to a level of generic type must be performed. Without such

information, it is not known *hat signal parameters represent a "normal" low-

error operating mode.

Previous attempts at classification of the modems used an equivalent to

the autocorrelation function generated from a 1-bit quantized version of the

modem signal. Based on the previous succes of these features, the

autocorrelation function was used as the feature space in which the generic

modem type separation would be investigated. The classification problem has

become greatly complicated since the work performed on the original four modem

database. The 11 modems studied represent seven unique generic signaling

strategies. The goal of this investigation is to design a practical

classifier for the seven generic classes to determine the modulation type,

baud rate, and carrier location information required in the forthcoming

channel impairment characterization.

The training set for the Classifier corresponded to the first 30 lags of

the autocorrelation function given by

i M-M-1

C(M)Cm)= A(m~q) * A(q)

* q:
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where:

m is the desired lag

M is the number of data points in the correlation window

A is the input modem signal waveform

Clearly, lag (0) corresponds to the input signal squared, or the total

power for the zero-mean input signal. In order to minimize the effects of

collection gain variations, lag (0) was always used to normalize the feature

vector (of the first 30 lags).

After much preliminary investigation, it was decided to narrow the scope

4 of the investigation to two autocorrelation window lengths, 3,000 samples and

8,000 samples. Both the un-quantized signal and the 1-bit quantized signal

were considered; where the 1-bit quantization is defined as:

IF A (i) > 9f. then A (i) 1 1; else A (1) :

It was concluded that both the 1-bit quantized signal waveform autocorrelation

and the full 12-bit quantized version showed merit. These four cases will be

explored in the remainder of this section.

Figures 5-16 through 5-26 show a plot of the autocorrelation function of

each modem for the case of an 8,000 sample correlation window of 1-bit

quantized signal data. Also contained in these figures is the signal spectrum

estimate obtained from performing an FFT on the autocorrelation function.

During this investigation, only the autocorrelation functions were used as

features. The signal spectrum is provided for inspection purposes only.
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5.2.1 OLPARS Investigation Of A Practical Generic Classifier

The pattern recognition problem of the MODEM Signature Analysis effort is

composed of feature extraction, that is, the definition of measurements, and

of pattern classification. The objective in selecting features for the NSA

data base is to provide a set of measurements which yield information to aid

in discriminating among the various modem generic types, even in the presence

of severe channel distortions. The features used for discriminating among

different modem types in the OLPARS analysis are the lag amplitudes of the

autocorrelation function of the raw time waveforms and the 1-bit quantized

waveforms of the NSA data base. The analysis of the NSA data base was aided

by use of the OLPARS system which helped perform both the pattern analysis and

pattern classification for the NSA effort.

After computation of the feature vectors from the autocorrelation

functions, we were ready to begin a pattern recognition and classification

analysis on the data. The OLPARS system uses a structured vector filing

system for data handling. A tree structure was created from the NSA data base

which included 7 classes, each class being a particular modem generic type.

Figure 5-27 illustrates the 7-class tree structure. Each class such asIC1200PSK and C1600PSK represent the modems with modulation strategies of PSK

at 1200 and 1600 baud, respectively. Following each class name is the assigned

class symbol and the total number of vectors for each sub-class are printed.

The modem naming convention seen throughout the OLPARS analysis is that

presented in Table 3-3. The right-most column of names in Figure 5-27 is the

list of vector file names. Each of these names represents one modem type for

all cases of particular impairment. For example, the first vector file name

of the right-most column of Figure 5-27 is "L11F2". Table 3-3 decodes this as

"LENKURT 26-C, 1200 bits per second, 1200 baud, FSK, harmonic distortion

-: added". This file contains all cases of harmonic distortion for the LENKURT

26-6 modem. Vector file name "L11F3" decodes as "LENKURT 26-C, 1200 bits per

second, 1200 baud, FSK, Gaussian noise added", and contains all cases of
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additive Gaussian noise for the LENKURT 26-C modem. "L11F6" contains all

cases of added phase jitter for the LENKJRT 26-C modem. Note that for the

OLPARS analysis, all cases of added phase jitter for a particular modem,

regardless of the frequency, were combined into a single vector file and

labeled by the impairment code "6". (Table 3-3 identifies impairment code "6"

as 10 Hz phase jitter). Next vectors files L11F2, L11F3 and L11F6 which

contain cases of harmonic distortion, Gaussian noise and phase jitter,

respectively, are combined into "L11F" (on Figure 5-27). "L1F" decodes as

"LENKURT 26-6 1200 bits per second, 1200 baud, FSK" and contains all cases of

all impairments for the LENXJRT 26-C modem. Similarly, "X11F" contains all

cases of all available impairments for "MD-674, 1200 bits per second, 1200

baud, FSK". "L11F" and "X11F" are combined into "C1200FSK" which is all cases

of 1200 baud FSK for all impairments. This class has been assigned the plot

symbol "F". In a similar fashion, Table 3-3 can be used to decode any of the

generic name information of Figure 5-27 and the remainder of the OLPARS

analysis.

$ With the class structure defined, the next step is to perform a structure

analysis on the data. Structure analysis is performed as a prelude to

classifier design in order to verify that the specified tree structure (of 7

classes) is actually present in the data as defined by the extracted features.

The second reason for structure analysis 1s to detect the presence of multi-

modality in the data. Since classifier design is usually dependent on the

class statistics, multi-modality can cause gross classifier errors depending

on the particular modality. OLPARS supports a variety of options to aid the

user in this investigation, A subset of that investigation will be discussed

here.

After the means and covariance matrices are computed for each class, the

two sigenvectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues of the

convarience matrix are used as a projection basis into a two-dimensional

space. This 2-D subapace has the property of being the optimal subspace in a

least-squares sense (best fit to the current ddta). This projection (shown in
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Figure 5-28) is displayed as an indication of the class clustering and
separation between different classes in the modem data base.

It is apparent from the projection that the separation between the seven

= classes is quite good based on the features used. The features which were
used in the eigenvector projection shown in Figure 5-28 are lags 1,2,3,4, and

6 from the computed autocorrelation function of the modem data. An 8K sample
window size was applied coupled with a 1-bit quantization of the data in order
to compute the autocorrelation function.

The features being used in the current analysis of the modem data, in
OLPARS, were selected from a total of 30 possible lags of the autocorrelation
functions computed on the MSA data base. An in-depth analysis was performed
on all of the features. This was accomplished by using the discriminant
measure analysis frame in OLPARS. The 6 features used were chosen for their

ability to discriminate between the different modem classes.

Figure 5-29 illustrates the discriminant analysis output from OLPARS.

The analysis is broken down into 3 categories: rank by logic file, rank by

class-alone and rank by class-pair. The ranking of the features is based on

the Fisher direction of all possible Class pairs in N-space. The class-alone
ranking is derived by summing all Fisher direction components involving the
class chosen. The rankings of all features are listed in order from the
largest summed Fisher direction magnitude to the smallest. The class-pair

ranking is computed in the same manner, but by considering only the Fisher

directional component for the specified class pair. Finally, the logic file
ranking is derived from the sum of all possible class pairs listed from the

largest Fisher direction magnitude to the smallest.

From Figure 5-29 it is seen that the best features for discriminating
among modems are 1,4,2,6,and 3, respectively. The best features for
discriminating class C or the CODEX 9600 modem from all other classes are 1,4,
2,3, and 6, while features 4,1,3,2, and 5 are the best choices for
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discriminating the CODEX L1-9600 from the PARADYNE L51-9600, based on the

Fisher directions. While investigating the discriminant analysis for best

features, other classes and class-pairs were chosen as projection planes in

the analysis. Features 1,2,3,4, and 6 were always ranked as the most

discriminate for the classes.

Figure 5-30 illustrates the Fisher pairwise logic evaluation for modem

generic type separation using features 1,2,3,4, and 6. Shown in Figure 5-30

is a confusion matrix for classifying each class correctly. Choosing class A

(HARRIS 5238 modem) as an illustration, it is shown that five CAN 2667 baud

feature vectors were incorrectly cla-sified as QhM 2400 baud. None of the QAM

2667 baud data was rejected thus giving a correct classification of 91.23

percent and an incorrect classification of 8.77 percent. An overall

performance is also given for discriminating between all classes for the logic

4 evaluation.

The Fisher logic evaluation shows that 98.8 percent of combined design

and test set data was classified correctly and 1.20 percent was misclassified.

An extensive analysis was performed on the logic evaluation of the NSA data

base. Figures 5-31 and 5-32 show the Eigenvector projection and Fisher logic

result for the same features (lags 1,2,3,4, and 6) but using a 3K suMplewindow for the autocorrelation estimation. Note the increased class overlaps

and slight decrease in overall percentage correct. Analyzing different

combinations of window sizes and quantization of the data, it was determined

that quantizing the data to 1-bit resolution and using an 8K window size

resulted in best discrimination and modem separation for features 1,2,3,4, end

6. Using a 1-bit quantization apparently removes the amplitude of the data &s

a feature while keeping the zero crossing information intact. The resulting

data is easier to separate due to more discrimination in the computed lags
i extracted from the autocorrelation function.
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A similar investigation to the above generic typing study was performed

on the data which was structured by baud rate (1200, 1600, 2100, 2667, and
4800) and then structured by modulation type (QAN, PSK, PAN and FSK). The
respective tree displays are shown in Figures 5-33 and 5-34.

The results of the three investigations are summarized in Table 5-1. The

design set corresponds to ten randomly selected vectors of each lowest sub-
class, for example, all LENDJRT 26-C modems with noise added. The test set

includes all of the isolated impairment cases together with the cases of

combined noise and phase jitter added.

5.3 LATTICE FILTERING

Lattice filtering is an adaptive linear prediction algorithm. An

adaptive lattice filter attempts to set prediction coefficients in such a way
that the difference between a sampled time signal's new value and the linear
prediction based on its N previous values is minimized. The lattice filter

j chooses the coefficients in a time-symmetric fashion, so that it predicts

equally well the sample NI1 units in the past, given the most recent N

samples.

*Another interpretation of the lattice filter is that it models a signal's

power spectrum. It does this by placing zeros in the z plane (the sampled
data equivalent of the frequency domain) so that If the zeros were replaced by
poles, they would represent a good model of the signal's power speOctrua. The

lattice filter's zeros then tend to cancel the peaks in the signal's power

spectrum. For this reason the adaptive lattice filter is a spectrum whitener.

* Figure 5-35 gives a schematic diagram of a lattice filter. The signals

along the upper line of the lattice are known as the forward residuals,

because each represents the difference between the actual input signal and a

linear prediction of it. Similarly the signals along the lower line of the
lattice are backward residuals with each representing the difference between a
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Bits Window Features Data Fisher Fisher Fisher Mahalanobis
Res Size Used Tree All Design Test All Design Test

1 SK 1,2,3,4,6 MODTYP 98,55 99.6 97.96 99.57 100. 99.32

1 8K 1,2,3,4,6 BAUD 97.32 97.53 97.2 97.11 97.2 97.05

1 SK 1,2,3,4,6 BAUDMOD --- --- 97.28-----------------98.64

1 3K 1,2,3,4,6 MODTYP 97.73 98.84 97.56 98.36 98.85 98.29

1 3K 1,2,3,4,6 BAUD 95.3 95.6 95.25 94.62 ---- ---

-3K 1,2,3,4,6 BAUDMOD 95.9 93.8 95.74----------------96.34

12 3K 1,2,3,4,6 MODTYP 72.13 67.20 72.88

4 Table 5-1 OLPARS Classifier Design Summary
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delayed version of the input signal and an estimate of it based only on the

recent past.

In the figure each box marked D is a unit delay. Each triangle

represents an amplifier. The two amplifiers for a given stage have the same

gain. Circles containing pulses are summers. Given the ith forward residual

fit) and the ith backward residual bi (t) the gain ki+ 1 is computed according
to

-2 f. (t) b. (t-i)k. -2t 1 1
ki+ 1i 2=E +E 2

t f2. (t) b (t-i)
t 1 t i

Then, given kiI, the next forward and backward residuals are computed

.4 according to

f i+l(t): fi(t)+ki+Ibi(t-1 )

bi+1(t)=ki+ f it +bi(t_1).

In its capacity as a spectrum whitener, the adaptive lattice filter is

useful for the present effort in that it can help identify the type of modem,

based only on the observation of a noisy signal coming from it. Whitening the

spectrum of a signal has two distinct effects. It reduces pulse trains into

impulse trains, narrowing and sharpening the pulses. It also decorrelates

noise, so that the total result is approximately white noise with short, sharp

pulses mixed in.

The whitening of a PSK signal then tends to produce a series of pulses

occurring at the bzud rate. Each pulse represents the transition of the

carrier signal from one phase to another. Some pulses will be positive,

representing one polarity of phase transition, while others will be negative

representing the opposite polarity. Then, rectifying the lattice forward

residual output (for PSK input) will result in a pulse train of positive
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pulses with varying amplitude, with the repetition rate of the pulses matching

the baud rate.

The whitening of an FSC signal tends to a similar result. In an FSC

signal, a tone frequency is turned on and off while a tone at a second

frequency is turned off and on. This is done so that one or the other tone,

but not both, is on at all times. The adaptive lattice filter will tend to

respond (in its forward residual) with impulses at the points where the tones

are turned on and off and will tend to block out the tones elsewhere. Again,

rectifying will result in a series of pulses at the baud rate.

Theoretical study indicates that two stages of lattice filter suffice for

PSK, and four stages suffice for (two tone) FSK. A sinusoidal signal has two

poles in the z plane, while a signal Composed of two sinusoids has four poles.

A lattice filter has one zero per stage, so it can fit a PSK signal with two

stages and an FSK signal with four.

Experiments were performed applying lattice filtering to the modem

signals in the data base. Zero, two and four stages of lattice filtering were

applied. *Usually followed by rectification and then power spectra were taken.

Table 5-2 gives the results. Line height refers to how high in dB a line
(spike) in the power spectru stood out above its neighbors. All but two -f

the 11 modems tested could be distinguished by generic type, including all the

lower speed modGMs. While the initial tests were run on low noise and

distortion signals, later tests which were run on noisy and distorted signals

confirmed the results.

Figure 5-36 through 5-i43 illustrate the power spectra that resulted from

the processing. For example, Figure 5-36 illustrates the result Of four

stages of lattice filter followed by rectification and then taking a power

spectrum, applied to the CODEX LBI-96 modem signal. The spectrum is plotted

on a logarithmic scale with 10dB per division. A spike or line is clearly

visible at 2400 Hz, extending about 5dB above its surroundings. In some of
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the plots the lines in the spectruam do not fall exactly at their nominal

frequencies, but in all cases they are within 16 Hz of their nominal

frequencies.

Lattice filtering was found to be useful in identifying modems or modem

generic type. As a result, it is useful in a go/no-go decision process to

determine if a received signal is degraded or not through the identification

of spectral components at the known baud and/or carrier associated locations.

Lattice filtering and the required spectral estimation are both

computationally complex and potentially non-realizable in a real-time system.

5.4 EYE PATTERN ANALYSIS

The hardware eye-monitor has long been a standard industry tool in the

assessment of the quality of analog data communications links. In this

section, we consider the aspects of a software implementation of an eye-

monitor and its application to channel quality monitoring of digitized

signals. The form of eye-monitor investigated was the I/Q monitoring

technique.

The received VF line signal is assumed to be of the form

r(t) - Re( i(t) e 2 fct3,

where fe is the carrier frequency and

r(t) = rc(t) - j r5 (t)

j1 is the complex envelope represented in terms of the I/Q components rc t) and

ra(t), respectively. The I and Q components are plotted against each other as

shown in Figure 5-44 (a). Bit synchronization with the input data stream must

be achieved and used to sample the I/Q components at the mid-baud interval

point. This is the point where a decision as to the sybol sent would
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actually be made in the receiver portion of the modem. The I/Q plot for a

good data channel is shown in 5-44 (b). The effect of adding noise to the

channel is shown in Figure 5-44 (c). Note that as the clusters disperse, the

likelihood of a sample crossing the boundary into an adjacent region and

causing a symbol decision error increases. As phase jitter is introduced into

the system, skewing of the plot occurs as illustrated in Figure 5-44 (d). The

effects of transient noise and phase hits is shown in Figure 5-44 (e). In

order to maintain stability in the I/Q plot, it is necessary to implement some

form of carrier phase tracking to prevent random phase walk or mistuning from

rotating the I/Q plot.

For the purposes of this investigation, several assumptions were made to

expedite the determination of the effectiveness of this approach to

performance monitoring. First, in lieu of carrier phase synchronization, it

was assumed that the carrier was constant in frequency over a short period of

approximately 60 ms. With this assumption, we can eliminate the requirement

for carrier phase tracking if we know the precise short term carrier

frequency. This was determined using the Interactive Digital Receiver

Simulator (IDRS). The signal was demodulated for the phase waveform. The

complex heterodyne frequency was adjusted to show a phase waveform drift of

zero over the time window being monitored.

The problem of achieving bit synchronization for establishing a mid-baud

interval strobe was accomplished in the following manner. The signal segment

was demodulated for the FM component and displayed to the user. Using the

cross-hair input of the graphic terminal (Tektronix 4014), the user marked the

mid-baud point on the FM waveform. Since the baud rate was known, the

software could sync a strobe to the user-specified point. It was assumed that

the baud clock of the modem was stable over the 60 ms window being considered.

*" Figure 5-45 shows the I/Q plot for the CODEX LSI-48 Mode B modem (DPSK,

1200 baud). As the signal is passed through the 4A line simulator, the I/Q

plot degrades as shown in Figure 5-46. The non-linear phase response of the
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Figure 5-45 shows the I/Q plot for the CODEX LSI-48 Mode B modem (DPSK,

1200 baud). As the signal is passed through the 4A line simulator, the I/Q

plot degrades as shown in Figure 5-46. The non-linear phase response of the

channel characteristic is the primary cause for the distortion. The other

DPSK 1200 baud signals are comparable.

Figure 5-47 shows the I/Q plot for the CODEX LSI-48 Mode A (DPSK, 1600

baud) for the no 4A line case. Figure 5-48 shows the CODEX LSI-48 Mode C

(QAM, 1600 baud) also for the no 4A case. For both of these modems, the

distortion introduced by applying the 4A characteristic ws sufficient to

distort the I/Q plot beyond recognition. Further, none of the higher speed

modem signals could be processed to present a stable I/Q plot using this

technique.

Several conclusions result. The requirement for some form of

equalization of the signal as the baud rate increases is indicated. The

severity of the group-delay characteristic is sufficient to distort the phase

plot. Further, the stability of the I/Q plot relies on carrier

synchronization. For longer term monitoring, carrier phase tracking appears

to be required. Also over a longer sample duration, bit synchronization is

j required as a strobe indicating when to sample the I/Q components.

The next section of this report proposes an alternative method of

extracting the information available in the I/Q plot.

5.5 ORBITAL VELOCITY

*One possibility for signal analysis is to make use of features extracted

from the polar coordinate representations of the in-phase/quadrature (I/Q)

components of the received VF line signal. For want of a better nie, we will

refer to this polar plot as a phase trajectory. In the present subsection, we

describe an approach to performance monitoring or evaluation which exploits a

feature derived from the phase trajectory.
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The received VF line signal is assumed to be of the form

r(t) = Re ( (t)ej2ffCtJ

where fc is the carrier frequency and r(t)zr,(t)-Jrs(t) is the complex

envelope represented in terms of the I/Q components r0 (t) and rs(t),

respectively. The phase trajectory is then an appropriately normalized

version of rs(t) plotted against rc(t). It is important that this plot be

appropriately normalized to avoid coloration by an unimportant scale factor.

Specifically, we consider plotting the quantity ' F(t) :a1(t)/cy, where

2 2 2
a =E{Jr 2t) E { r2 (t)} +E1 r t)} ,(2)

is the mean-square value of the complex envelope r(t). 02 is also the mean-

square value of the real process r(t). The quantity cy2 can be estimated from

the received line signal as the corresponding sample mean-square value

computed over some finite data window.

There are several features that can be extracted from the phase

trajectory that should prove useful in performance monitoring. In Figure 5-49

we illustrate a typical phase trajectory associated with the normalized

complex envelope r'(t). Here the point r'(t) on the trajectory is

parameterized in terms of its polar coordinates:

a t I (t)J C3 I

e(t) arg r ' Ct) C4)
r' (t)

=-tan -isr' Ct)
*C

The negative sign here follows from the- fact that, to be consistent with

previous work, we have used the representation r'(t) u rc(t) - jr'(t).
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In Figure 5-49 we have illustrated only one circuit of the complex plane,

whereas the phase trajectory associated with a particular observation interval

will exhibit many such circuits, which will differ from each other for

different transmitted data sequences and/or channel conditions. The phase

trajectory appears to be useful since it avoids all problems of phase

synchronization and/or timing recovery.

9ne of the features readily extracted from the phase trajectory which one

might consider useful in performance evaluation is the

instantaneous orbital velocity of the point represented by r'(t) as it

traverses the trajectory. We define the orbital velocity as

*()-ds(t) I"()
d~ t

(t)+a 2  (t) 2 (t) ( )

Here, a(t) is merely the time derivative of the instantaneous AM waveform

while

0(t) = w(t)

is the instantaneous FM waveform. Both of these quantities are easily

extracted from the normalized complex envelope r' (t). It was hypothesized that

second-order statistics extracted from s(t) would prove useful in performance

evaluation. This would include lagged products obtained from autocorrelation

functions and/or spectral properties obtained from the power spectral density

function. Note that if the phase trajectory is along an arc of constant

radius, then s(t) is merely proportional to the magnitude of the instantaneous

radial frequency. The use of orbital velocity in this sense is to recognize

that motion is not generally along an arc of constant radius but along a

highly variable and sometimes erratic path. This might be due to filter

* "transient effects, intersymbol interference, channel noise, etc.
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It should be noted that in making use of orbital velocity we have assumed

implicitly that any residual frequency offsets have been removed. This

requires some form of frequency acquisition and tracking scheme which should

not be too difficult to implement.

The parameter s(t) Wa calculated for several modems of the database

using equation (5). Spectral analysis of the orbital velocity showed

essentially those characteristics seen in the FM power spectrum.

5.6 AM/FM ANALYSIS

We have seen that carrier phase instability results in drift in the modem

signal's phase related waveforms and I/Q plots. As an alternative, the FM and

AM signal components were thought potentially useful features in the analysis

of line quality due to the immunity to mistuning and carrier drift. The

mistuned receiver creates a drift in the demodulated phase Waveform. The FM

component, however, being the derivative of the phase waveform, shows the

m1stuning as a DC offset of the FM signal component. The AM of course is

determined by the signal envelope and is not effected severely by mistuning.

The problem of carrier drift can be quite severe. The specifications for

most modems require carrier accuracy nominally to be +3 Hz. It is not

uncommon to find a +5 Hz range in practice.

The synchronous demodulation investigation was performed using the

Interactive Digital Receiver Simulator (IDRS). The result of the demodulation

of the WECO 207A2 modem which has not passed through the 4A simulator is shown

in Figures 5-50 through 5-56. A frequency shift of 1800 Hz was used with a

Chebyshev 1200 Hz 2-pole low-pass complex filter. No smoothing filter was

applied. Figure 5-54, showing the AM power spectrum average with Hanning

weighting, clearly shows the 1200 Hz baud rate component and harmonics. The

power spectrum average of the rectified FM signal shown in Figure 5-56 also

displays the baud rate.
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It was desired to investigate the effects of the degrading channel on the

demodulated AM and FM components. Using the spectral average of the AN and

the rectified FM power average as features, the baud rate components were

monitored while impairments were added. In the case of the DPSK 1200 baud

modems, no significant variation in the AM and FM spectrums were observed.

With the higher baud rate modems it becomes difficult to perform

demodulation without the benefit of line equalization. No unique spectral

components were observed for the HIRRIS 5238 or PARADYNE MP-96 modems. The

CODEX LSI-96 AM shows a 2400 Hz (baud rate) component which varies as a

function of noise added. The two 1600-baud modems (CODEX LSI-48 Modes A and

C) both showed the baud rate components and varied only slightly with

impairments added.

The demodulation analysis of the FSK modems, however, provided some

valuable insight. Although no stable relationship between the channel

impairments and the AN and FM spectral behavior was observed, an interesting

case was discovered. Figures 5-57 through 5-60 show the time waveform,

demodulated phase waveform, FM waveform and FM power spectra, respectively,

for the LENKJRT 26-C modem with phase jitter added at 10 Hz, 80°P/P. Observe

that the phase waveform (Figure 5-58) shows a single cycle of phase shift over

a period of 1024 samples (10 Hz). The amplitude of the shift is estimated at

roughly 900 P/P from the vertical axis. The FM waveform and FM spectrum show

no such contents, however, because the 10 Hz modulation is masked by the

intentional data transitions of the signal. In the next section we shall

examine a technique to extract this unintentional phase jitter modulation.

-, . In summary, the spectral analysis of the AM and FM derived without

carrier phase tracking or equalization are affected by channel impairments,

but not to a degree which is readily exploitable or exceptionally stable.
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5.7 RESIDUAL FM ANALYSIS

In the previous section we observed how the phase jitter impairment is

seen in the phase waveform. Since the FM is the derivative of the phase, the

derivative of the sinusoidal variation seen in the phase waveform must be

present in the FM also as a sinusoidal component. The FM recall is largely

insensitive to carrier drift and mistuning, making a much more attractive

basis for feature extraction than the phase waveform.

Figure 5-61 shows the histogram of the demodulated FM component of the

unimpaired LENKURT 26-C modem. Since most time is spent at the extremes in

the FM signal, we expect the "U" shaped profile. The means of the histogram

extremes, , and,- 2 , are marked. The thresholds T1 and T2 are defined as 1 / 2

and14 2 12 , respectively.

Based on the histogram information, it is possible to effectively remove

the intentional data transition. Monitoring the FM signal amplitude, we can

detect whenever threshold T1 is crossed and subtract out the expected value of

the data transitions,0A1. Similarly, a F4 transition crossing T2 is detected

by thresholding the signal at T2 and subtracting out the expected value of

that transition,A"2 . This is shown in Figure 5-62.

Figure 5-63 shows the effect of removing the intentional data transitions

on the LENIWRT 26-C sample which has phase Jitter at 60 Hz, 80°P/P. Low-pass

filtering this residue leaves much of the undistorted, unintentional

modulation seen as five periods/1024 sample line as illustrated in Figure 5-

64. The signal is resampled by 4 and a high resolution power spectrum

generated (Figure 5-65). The 60 Hz Jitter component is enhanced by 13dB above

* , the noise floor. Figure 5-66 shows the spectrum of the LENKURT 26-C sample

for the unimpaired case which has undergone the same signal processing steps.

Not* the total absence of 60 Hz spectral components.
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This technique was applied to all modem types. It was effective in

enhancing the jitter component in almost all cases. The results for the

higher speed modems (4800, 9600 and 1600) usually produced a measurable

spectral component for oases of 50-600 P/P and above. Sample FM histograms

used for the determination of the detection thresholds for the DPSK 1200-baud

and DPSK 1600-baud are shown in Figures 5-67 and 5-68. For the DPSK 1200-baud

modems, the detection threshold was approximately 300 P/P. For the FSK

modems, phase jitter at 100 P/P could generally be seen.

A shortcoming of the algorithm, however, is its lack of sensitivity in

the detection of the 10 Hz phase Jitter except at the most severe cases of

6 0 0- 8 0 0 P/P.

5.8 ADAPTIVE CHANNEL MODELING

In adaptive channel modeling, a mathematical model having a number of

adjustable parameters is formulated to represent the physical transmission

facility. The free parameters are then adjusted by adaptive algorithms to

provide a close fit to the observed signal. Then the values of the adapted

free parameters describe the channel. The parameters are adapted using

decision feedback. That is, the received signal is demodulated, the data

sequence is estimated, and the result is fed back to reduce data-dependent

effects and to better reveal channel effects.

Appendices A and B present studies of the adaptive modeling concept.

Appendix A derives a linear filtering model of the channel, while Appendix B

dtrives and describes a nonlinear model. The linear filtering model is

basically an adaptive equalizer combined with a demodulator and remodulator.

The demodulator determines the data sequence, and the remodulator determines

& .-". what a noise-free undistorted version of the signal would look like. Then the

adaptive equalizer estimates what linear filtering would best make the

original signal resemble the received signal. The linear filtering is modeled

with a tapped delay line. Once the linear filtering is determined, then the
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difference between the filtered original signal and the received signal is

considered additive noise.

The adaptive equalizer can be replaced with a non-linear adaptive device.

A method for doing this is derived in Appendix B. The method is based on the

Volterra series method of handling nonlinearities. The resulting adaptive

nonlinear device is shown in Figure 3 of Appendix B. It consists of two

tapped delay lines. One is used to model linear filtering effects of the

channel, as before. The other has its output squared and is used to model

quadratic nonlinearities.

The adaptive channel models, while theoretically interesting, turn out to

be highly complex compared to the requirements of the present application.

Each requires a model of both the modulator and demodulator sections of each

. modem, in addition to adaptive linear or nonlinear devices. One possible

method of implementation might then be to use a bank of one each of all the

modems whose signals might be received. An alternative would be to model all

the modems using software. Due to complexity constraints, the adaptive

channel models were not implemented in the present effort.

5.9 CHANNEL SIGNAL TO NOISE ESTIMATION

The ability to estimate the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the VF line

would potentially be valuable in the Phase 1 go/no-go decision as well as in

the Phase 3 impairment characterization. Certainly a VF line which exhibited

an exceptionally poor SNR has degraded beyond being able to supply acceptable

service.

Two approaches to estimating the channel SNR were considered: spectral

analysis and statistical analysis. The spectral approach traditionally

operates on a sufficient average of spectral estimations of the VF line. A

region of the spectral average is identified as being within the pasband of

the observed process but not as being used by the system for data
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transission. An estimate of this idle P63sband region power is formed by

averaging the spectr-al components In the region. A similar estimate is

performed in another region which is also known to be in the pssband of the

system but which also is known to be active with signal transmission. Since

the latter estimation contains both signal and noise, the estimate of the

noise power is subtracted out before forming the Si as

Ps - PnSNR-
Pn

where Ps and Pn represent the signal power and noise power estimates,

respectively.

Examination of the typical signal spectrum from Section 5.1 shows that

all of the VF line bandwidth is utilized by the signaling strategy. There is

typically no idle band in the VF data communications system.

This suggests the requirement for statistical estimation of the channel

SNR. If the modem input is assumed to be a random sequence (R(t)) then over

some sufficiently long interval At we expect the modem transmitter output

(S(t)) to exhibit the same output amplitude profile.

As noise (N(t)) is added, the composite output signal C(t) is formed as

illustrated in Figure 5-69. We now define the peak to average ratio of the

composite signal over the N sample window Tj as

C
PA.

C
where/Mc is defined as the mean of the full wave rectified signal;

c

SNz ICCi)l
i= 1

and C the peak value of C(t) over the N sample window.
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The average peak to average ratio over all N sample windows of the signal

sample is 1 L
PA - S PA.N j=1

over the L available N sample windows. The variance of the rectified peak to
average ratioPA, is given as

aPA 2 2
A A-PA.

As Gaussian noise is added to the system, the expected value of the rectified

signal, /4., is unchanged. The peak value of C(t) over the observation window

is increased by the peak amplitude of N(t). The increase in PA is therefore

a direct function of the amount of noise added to the channel. The average

value of the peak to average ratio A PA is expected to be a stable measure of

the noise present on the channel. This is illustrated in Figure 5-70.

If the N sample observation window is not of infinite duration, then A
PA

will vary in proportion to the probability of experiencing a maximum value of

N(t) over the observation window. In the absence of noise, however, A is

quite stable. Therefore we expect that the variance of 1p u 1pA, will also

vary in proportion to the amount of noise present on the line.

Let us now consider how impairments other than additive Gaussian noise
willaffct he araetes/" and °pA Referring to the wireline simulatorwill affect the parameters A

PA ad PA* eern otewrln iuao
functional diagram in Figure 5-71, it is observed that phase jitter can be

considered to be low frequency FM of the entire signal spectrum. The

* ', parameter phase Jitter frequency controls the oscillator frequency. The gain

in degrees peak to peak of phase jitter controls the mount of FM at the

specified frequency. FM modulating the signal directly alters the signal zero

crossing information. The signal amplitude is affected only by a mall mount

of residual AM which accompanies the intentional FM modulation.
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The parmeters '"PA and Up, are dependent only upon the signal amplitude

information. Variations in the zero crossing information of the signal should

not affect the measurements. Therefore, the signal parameters jPA and UPA

are largely immune to the presence of phase jitter on the channel.

The effect of harmonic distortion on ApA and UpA is not as clear.

Referring again to the functional block diagram of the wireline simulator

shown in Figure 5-71, we observe how the harmonic distortion is achieved. The

signal S(t) is passed through a series of nonlinear devices which raise the

input signal to the power of 2,3,4,5, etc., each added with a specified gain

to the input signal. The resultant composite signal C(t) is of the form

C(t) S S(t) + aS2 (t) + a233(t) + a3 4(t) + a $5 ( t )

where an are the desired gains for the power series components.

For the MSA database collection, odd harmonic distortion was specified,

the effect of which is typical of the application of a soft-limiting device.

The composite output signal C(t) is of the form:

C(t) x S(t) + a2 s3(t) + a4S 5(t)

Each of the terms, ais N(t) can be shown to contain the component S(Nwt).

The odd harmonic distortion which occurs during soft limiting of the

signal through typical telephone exchanges is illustrated in Figure 5-72.

Viewing this distortion as a series of the form

C(t) z S(wot) + a 2 S(3wot) + a4 S(5wot),

the resultant wveform Is being squared off due to the addition of the higher

in-phase odd harmonics. The more severe the odd harmonic distortion, the more
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constricted the resultant waveform and the lower the peak to average ratio,

A as well as the variance

From the above discussion, we expect that the effects of adding noise,

phase jitter and odd harmonic distortion to the signal will affect the

parameters A PA and apA as follows:

PARAMETERS GAUSSIAN NOISE PHASE JITTER ODD HARMONIC
DISTORTION

/pA increase no change decrease
OpA increase no change decrease

An extensive experimental investigation of the MSA database has shown this to

be the case.

Software was developed which would calculate, for each waveform file of a

specified list, the parameters A PA and a PA for a specified window length. A

list of waveform filenames corresponding to all samples of a single modem was

generated for each of the 11 modems. Recalling the file naming convention

described in Section 2, the list of all LENKJRT 26-C modem cuts, for example,

is simply all files beginning with the character "L". The modem waveform list

included all impaired cuts for that modem as well us any "clean' cuts

available. The list of modem samp~e cuts was processed to produce two output

files, one containing the estimated values of A PA for each cut, and the

second containing the oPA estimations. A separate program accepted these

files, ordered the data points by degree of impairment, and produced an output

plot for each parameter.
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Figure 5-73 and Figure 5-74 show these plots for the HUGHES HC-276 2400

bit/ second DPSK modem using a window length of 256 samples. The left axis
corresponds to the degree of impairment, either Gaussian noise or harmonic
distortion added. Harmonic distortion is represented on the plot by the
symbol '0'. For the HC-276, harmonic distortion Wa3 added over a range from

-30dB to a worst case of -4dB in 8 steps. Gaussian noise in isolation added

to the signal is represented by the symbol "A", and is present from -30dB to

-6dB in 7 steps. The symbol "7" denotes cuts which have a combination of

Gaussian noise and phase jitter added. Since we expect that the phase jitter

will not affect the parameters under investigation, the cuts containing both

impairments are plotted only by the Gaussian noise content. Recall that any

time phase jitter occurs in combination with Gaussian noise, the frequency of

the phase jitter is 60 Hz.

The right hand axis corresponds to the isolated phase jitter cases of all

frequencies. The range for the HC-276 is from 10°P/P to 80°P/P. All

frequencies of phase jitter are denoted by the same symbol, "0".

Two other symbols may be present. First, the symbol "0" which indicates a
cut passed through the wireline simulator 4A characteristic but with no

impairments added. Secondly, the symbol "+" which is a direct modem sample

by-passing the simulator.

Examining Figures 5-73 and 5-74 we observe the "root" of the function on

the plot base-line corresponding to additive Gaussian noise (AGE) at -30dB and

harmonic distortion (HD) at -30dB. We are considering a channel with -30dB of

HD or AG( to be completely acceptable. Note that as HD increases on the line

(the symbol 0 ), the parameters ILPA and 0 pA decrease in a regular fashion.

Similarly, as AGN on the line increases, the parameters a pA andA increase

regularly regardless of the frequency or amount of phase Jitter (PJ) combined

with the noise.
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Figure 5-75 and 5-76 show the 14 PA and apA plots for the WECO 207A2 2400

baud, DPSK modem. No HD was collected for the WECO modem; however, the

profile of the plot is as anticipated. The increased AQI raises the oPA and

APA parameters. The PJ outs are within a mall range corresponding to "good

data".

The CODEX LSI-48 mode B 2400 baud DPSK moda is shown in Figures 5-77 and

5-78. Again, no HD was collected. The PJ and AQI points exhibit the same

characteristic profile. The three modems, HC-276, WECO 207A2, and CODEX LSI-

48 Mode B shown in Figures 5-73 through 5-78 are the same generic modem type;

DPSIK 2400 bits/ second, 1200 baud with a 1800 Hz carrier. We would hope that

the characteristic A PA and aPA functions would occupy the same range for

each modem. Figure 5-79 and 5-80 show the three modems on the same plot for a

256 point sample window. The characteristic profile of each modem is slightly

offset from the rest. Varying the length of the window used in the

calculation from 128 samples to 1024 samples did not improve the result. It

was decided that some subtle variation in the modem signaling format or the

collection process caused the disagreement. Software was developed to

normalize the input signal by first removing any bias inadvertently added in

the collection process, and second by normalizing the total power to unity in

an attempt to remove any discrepancies in collection gain. Some improvement

was shown. The best attempt at removing the offset between the functions is

the plot of the normalized signals shown in Figures 5-79 and 5-80.

Figures 5-81 and 5-82 show the A PA and apA plots for the LENKURT 26-C

.- modem respectively. Figures 5-83 and 5-84 show the ILpA and OpA for the

MD-674 modem. Both modems belong to the same generic group: FSK modulation

with carriers at 1200 Hz and 2400 Hz and with a baud rate of 1200. The LENKURT

26-C plots show cases of harmonic distortion which were not collected for the

MD-674 modem.
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The cases of severe harmonic distortion for the LENKURT 26-C modem are

interesting. Both the JZPA and 0 PA functions reverse direction for cases of

severe harmonic distortion. The overall characteristics of both modems,

however, are as expected.

Figures 5-85 and 5-86 show the two FSK modem parameters, shown previously

combined on the same plots. Note the excessive offset between the "roots" of

the functions. There are several possible explanations for this. First, the

duration of the sample MD-674 waveform is approximately 1.9 seconds, as

opposed to 3.5 seconds for the LENKJRT 26-C modem. All of the waveform is

used in the calculation of the statistics so the longer wave will produce more

stable measurements. Secondly, the MD-674 signal has been re-sampled down to

12.9 K Hz from 17.2 K Hz. Although care was taken in the resampling process

to prevent coloration of the data, the possibility exists. Finally, the

histogram of the time domain LENKaJRT 26-C signal, shown in Figure 5-87, shows
an anomaly in the symmetry of the signal. The specific cause for the offsets

of the roots of the functions of Figures 5-85 and 5-86 has not been

determined.

In actuality, all of the original four modems suffered a bias level of

approximately 20 units. Further, those modems had a dynamic range

corresponding to only 6 or 7 bits out of the 12 available from the A/D

converter. In the later collection of 7 modems both of these problems were

corrected.

The peak to average related statistics for the CODEX LSI-48 Mode A modem

(4800 bits/sec, DPSK, 1600 baud) are shown in Figures 5-88 and 5-89. Although
*the characteristic plots are not as well defined, they are evident.

The same statistics for the CODEX LSI-48 Mode C modem (4800 bits/sec,

QAM, 1600 baud) are shown in Figures 5-90 and 5-91. The measurements $
PA

and GPA are unstable for this modem.
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Figures 5-92 and 5-93 show the plots for the CODEX LSI-96 modem (9600

bits/second QAN, 2400 baud). Note that even at 9600 bits/second harmonic

distortion is readily detectable, the phase jitter region is bounded, and the

average of the noise samples tends to the upper right.

The PARADYNE LSI-9600 modem (9600 bits/second PAN, 4800 baud) is shown in

Figures 5-94 and 5-95. Harmonic distortion for this modem is detectable at 18

dB and greater. Also, the phase jitter samples are well behaved while the

noise samples branch off in the 16dB and greater region.

The plots illustrating the PARADYNE MP-96 (9600 bits/second, QAM, 2400

baud) and HARRIS 5238 (16000 bits/second, QAM, 2667 baud) modems are shown in

Figures 5-96 through 5-99. For these two modems, as with the CODEX LSI-48

Mode C, the measurements are largely ineffective.

The findings of this investigation appear to provide valuable insight

into the estimation of channel quality. The two features identified are,

first, the peak to average ratio of the rectified signal waveform, and second,

the variance of that measurement over the duration of the signal waveform

j sample. The effectiveness of these measurements in a demonstration system

shall be discussed in the next section.
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6. ALGORITHM IMPLEENTATION

Based on the investigations described previously, several algorithms have

been found which appear valuable in support of the hierarchical approach to

channel quality monitoring. In this section we describe the implementation of

selected algorithms into a demonstration system capable of performing gross
channel characterization, generic mode. traffic c;lass1fication, and

determination of the type and degree of degradation present on the channel.

The system is implemented in a modular fashion, a single task performing

a specified operation. The sequence of tasks is directed by the Indirect

Command File Processor capability under the RSX11M operating system.

Figure 6-1 shows the block diagram of Phase 1, the gross channel

characterization. Phase 1 is broken up into two distinct operations. Phase

1A is the peak/average &PA) and peak/average variance (OPA) estimator of the

rectified input signal. For all the modems in the I4SA data base, these two

measures fall within a given range. This range information is stored on the

disk in a user-adjustable file. When an input is processed, the parameters

% and GPA are estimated for a 256-sample window and compared against the
stored range information. If both measures fall within the given range, the

channel is declared "acceptable"; otherwise it is rejected. It is interesting
to note that test zones, voice, and most noise will not pass because of the

excessively low and high parameter values.

Phase 1B is not Used in the go/no go channel decision; rather, it

represents a collection Of signal processing algorithms which have been shown
to be generally effective in enhancing generic parameter information (baud

rate and/or carrier frequency) in the input signal. They are implemented in

an optional execution mode so the User can elect to receive this Output in
graphic form for his analysis purposes. The phase 1B output includes the raw
and rectified signal power spectruhm, lattice filter 2-stage rectified and not
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rectified power spectrum and lattice filter 4-stage rectified and not

rectified power spectrum. These six spectrums are summarized in a peaks

analysis report.

Given the "acceptable" channel decision, Phase 2 is executed to classify

the generic modem type. In Phase 2 (Figure 6-2) the lags 1. 2. 3, 4, and 6

are generated for the autocorrelation of the 1-bit quantized input signal. An

8000 or 3000 sample correlation window is used. For each window available

from the input signal, a feature vector of the 5 lags is generated and stored

in a disk file. The vector file is then processed by a Fisher d1scriminant

pair logic classifier against 3 logics, the outcome of which are the BAUD,

MODULATION, and combined MODULATION/BAUD class indicators. For each logic,

the majority class is declared the result. Given that either of the first two

classifiers agrees with the combined modulation/baud logic result, the signal

parameters are confirmed. If disagreement in the logics results, the decision

is that the signal represents either a bad channel or an unknown modem. In

this case, no further analysis can be done on this signal. In an operational

system, another input sample could be requested before making a final

determination.

Given a decisive output, the modulation type, baud rate, and carrier

frequency (via table look-up) are available for further signal processing.

The classifiers used are those developed previously with OLPARS support. The

average overall percentage correct is approximately 97+%. Multiple vectors

and multiple classifiers with a degree of certainty weighting in the review of

the three logic results provide an overall generic identification of high

reliability.

Phase 3 of the system actually performs the channel quality assessment

(Figure 6-3). Given the generic ID information, the signal is FM demodulated

and applied to a data transition threshold device appropriate for that modem

type. The residue is 200 Hz low-pass filtered and a high resolution power

spectrum is generated. A specialized peaks search routine detects phase
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jitter components and reports them to the user.

In addition, the signal parameters vpA and crpA are used in a look-up

fashion into a file containing a template of those parameters for this modem.

The template look-up returns the type of impairment, if any, (from Gaussian

noise or harmonic distortion) and the estimated degree of the impairment.

Figure 6-4 shows the format of a template file, either for UPA or OPA. For

any calculated measure of "PA or GpA, there is only one corresponding value

in the template file utich directly indicates the impairment (HD, GOOD DATA,

or AGN) and the amount present. The results of the demonstration system

implementation are discussed in the next section.
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I

7. RESULTS OF THE DEICISTRATION SYSTEM

The demonstration system described in the previous section was
implemented under the NSA effort. The results of the system should be

considered separately for each of the three phases of the system operation.

Phase 1 of the system performed a gross channel-quality analysis on the

unknown modem signal. The peak-to-average value of the rectified signal and

the variance of that measurement over approximately two seconds of input data
were sufficient to make the decision. The range of these parameters was

calculated for the entire database and was used as an acceptable range for the

channel. Although the "Classifier" would (by design) declare all of the NSA

modems as "acceptable," it does reject test tones, voice, and most noise.

Phase 2 of the system performed the modem generic type ID by applying

three Fisher classifiers to sample vectors consisting of lags 1,2,3,4 and 6 of
the signal auto-correlation function calculated over either a 3000 or 8000
sample window on the 1-bit quantized input signal. The individual accuracy of

these classifiers was described in Section 5.2. The three classifiers,

together with the degree of certainty logic built into the syst-. form an

exceptionally accurate ID capability for the signal modulation strategy and

baud rate independent of the type and degree of impairment affecting the

signal.

The most difficult aspect of the channel monitoring problem, however, is

the third phase of the hierarchy; the determination of the type and degree of

impairment degrading the line. The peak to average ratio of the rectified

signal and the variance of that measurement serve as a basis for the

determination of AGN or HD on the line. Although this technique W8s developed

to identify Impairment at the generic modem level, it was found that the
variations in collection parameters and the post-collecton prooesslng

required for some modms introduoed sufficient coloration into the database to
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mask out the "fine-grain" measurements required in the impairment

characterization. It was shown that generically identical modems possess the

same behavior pattern with regar to the measurements extracted but that they

are slightly inconsistent in range. For this reason, a fourth classifier was

added to Phase 2 to provide the actual ID of the modem. The ID is used in
t selection of a template for that modem, which is then used in the

determination of the impairments present.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the AGN and HD impairment classifier,

the assumption as made that -25dB and less AGN present or -25dB HD present

still represented a "good" quality line. The decisions of the two classifiers

were treated separately when counting incorrect decisions. Table 7-1 shows

the ability of the demonstration system to detect AGN or HD on the in-service

data channel to the accuracy specified. For the 1200/2400 bit/second modems

the overall ability to detect AGN or HD to within 3dB was 95.3%. For the 9600

bit/second CODEX LSI-96 modem, AGN and HD were identified within 4dB of the

actual value 84.0% of the time. For the PARADYNE LSI-96, PARADYNE MP-96 and

HARRIS 5238 modems, the demonstration system was not able to accurately

declare the impairments present.

The system was successful in demonstrating the potential usefulness of

the phase jitter detection algorithm. The detection of phase jitter was

accomplished by demodulating for the FM component, threshold detecting for

data transitions and removing them by subtracting out the expected transition

value, smoothing the residue and generating a high-resolution power spectrum.

The phase jitter component is increased up to 15dB. Although contract time

did not allow the mechanism to translate the spectral result to actual degrees

of jitter developed, a high resolution peaks analysis routine does locate the

peaks and provide all necessary amplitude and spectral noise measurements.

Table 7-2 shows the detectable levels of phase jitter for the

demonstration system even in the presence of noise. For the mount specified,

approximately a 3dB increase over the noise floor for the tone or its
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Table 7-1 (a) Combined AGN/HD Classifiers Overall Percent Correct
by Range for 1200 and 2400 Bit/Second Modems

Total

MODEM + 1dB + 2dB + 3dB Decisions__

Lenkurt 26- C 84.4% 84.4% 90.6% 64

MD-674 87.0% 92.6% 98.2% 541.Hughes HC-276 96.6% 96.6% 98.3% 58

Code LSI-48 Mode B 71.9% 78.1% 90.6% 32

Weco 207-A2 85.4% 91.7% 97.9% 48

Overall 86.3% 89.5% 95.3% 256

Table 7-1 (b) Combined AGN/HD Classifiers Overall Percent Correct
by Range for 4800 Bit/Second and up Modems

Total

MODEM + 2dB + 3dB + 4dB Decisions

Codes LSI-48 Mode A 67.9% 75.0% 89.3% 28

Codex LSI-.48 Mode C 46.4% 50.0% 50.0% 28

Codex LSI-96 73.0% 81.0% 84.0% 100

Paradyne LSI-96 **

Paradyne MP-96***

Harris 5238**

*below 50% ___________ ______
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Generic Modem Type Detectable Jitter Level

FSK 1200 bits/sec. 10 0

DPSK 2400 bits/sec. 30

DPSK 4800 bits/sec. 30 0

QAM 4800 bits/sec. 50 0

QAM 9600 bits/sec. 40 0

PAM 9600 bits/sec. 80Q0

QAM 16000 bits/sec. 60 0

Ii

enTable 7-2 Detectable level of phase Jitter for a 3dB component above

the background noise of the FM residual spectrum.
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harmonics was generally evident. The exception was 10Hz jitter vhich was

nearly undetectable by this scheme.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout the course of this effort, PAR Technology Corporation has

developed and demonstrated algorithms effective in the monitoring of in-

service VF data lines. A hierarchical approach to performance monitoring Was

presented and implemented in the form of a demonstration software system.

Through demonstration, it was shown that reliable performance monitoring can

be achieved for 1200 and 2400 bits/second modems. Not only could the type of

impairment be recognized from among Gaussian noise, odd harmonic distortion,
and phase jitter, but the degree of the impairment was also indicated. Some

success was also shown for the higher speed modems although the accuracy

decreased.

The results of this effort form the basis for further investigation and

show the practicality of an eventual hardware implementation. It must be

realized, however, that the results shown under this effort are based on a
limited database. First, there were several problems with the database

collection. The early collection effort suffered from poor dynamic ,range and

m1sadjusted A/D converter. The overall length of samples was not consistent,

nor was the impairments available per modem sampled. Finally, two different

sample rates were used: 12.8 Ktz and 17.2 KHz. Although the latter was much

more desirable for the "fine-grain* information being sought, it was necessary

to down-sample that data to fAcilitate using the entire database at a single

sample rate.

The next step toward an operational performance monitoring capability is

the evaluation and expansion of the current algorithms on a more complete

database. The collection must be performed under controlled conditions,

greatly expanding the depth currently available to inglude duplicates when

* possible. In addition, when a sample modem is collected, perhaps the signal

could be put over an actual telephone loop back circuit and then collected.

This would illustrate immediately the effectiveness of algorithms under test

i ! 8-1
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on actual data.

In review of the algorithms developed, let us consider each phase
briefly. The go/no go channel decision performed in Phase 1 is quite accurate
and easily computed. The generic type classifier of Phase 2 is based on the
1-bit quantized signal autocorrelation function. This is simply a 1-bit A/D
converter in a hardware implementation. The classifiers are computationally
efficient as well as accurate. The Phase 3 AGE and HD detection as
demonstrated here is computationally simple; In fact, It is the sme
computation performed in Phase 1. The accuracy can probably be improved upon
simply by increasing the sample rate of the collection. The phase jitter
detection as presented here is rather complex and computationally difficult.

A more suitable approach is carrier phase tracking. The error signal from the
tracking device (which could be a phase-locked-loop or PPL) will show the
phase jitter component. Although more difficult to Implement, the Impairment
in accuracy should well be worth the effort. Further, in a hardware
implementation, the utilization of a PPL is fairly standard. The PPL is

equally sensitive to low frequency jitter (10hz) as well as higher frequency
jitter. It is not difficult to see how this technology could readily be
implemented to serrice a network whose population Ws 4800 bit/second and
slower modems. We have demonstrated the first step. The expansion and
validation of -rhe current algorithm foundation on an extensive and reliable

database is the bridge toward an operational capability.

..
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Modeling of Voice .requency Zigita

CouMnMic&tion Facilities for Performance Monitoring Purposes

J. V. Modestizo
Electrical, Cmput*er an& Systems Engineering Department

Iensselasr Polytechnic Institute
Troy, Nov York 12181

I. Introduction:

There are several techniques available for performance monitoring a, voice

frequency (VF) digital co==uications channels as discussed in [I]. One such

technique is the use of adaptive channel modeling techniques as describe&, for

example, in [2]-[31 for use on the =icrovzve line-cf-sight (LOS) channel.

Specifically, a finite-ps-rameter model of the physical transmission facility

is constructed. The free parameters of this model are then adjusted by an sppro-

priate adaptive algorithm to provide a close fit to & given channel chosen

for performance evaluation. in the present mote ve rill attempt to develop

an appropriate finite-prameter model for the digital VP channel vhere the

use of the vord channel in this context is intended to include both the mode=

transmitter as vell as actual transssion facil t es. That is, ve are inter-

eited in degradations introduced by the modem itself as w ll as the physical

propagation channel. The issue of hov the fLree parameters are to be adapted

to a particular channel are described only briefly here.

II. Preliminaries:

In vhat follows we make extensive use of complex naxrrovband representations

of all signal and noise processes. Specifically, the received signal to be used

for adaptive channel estimation is given by

r(t) 1 (e(t)e 2* fc ()
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7
vhere f is an Lssred knovn carer Irequency in Hz, and

F a r (t)-3r , (2)

is the ccl-:!ex .--eloDe expressed in te.--s of loepass wavevo.rs rc (t) and

rs(t) representini the in-hue and uadra.t-e (Z/Q) co=ponents, respectively.

The co=plez envelope 11(t) is furthermore uvged of the form

!(t) w a 0(t ) + al~t) ( 3)

vhere 0(t) is -he complex envelope of the received s gma component and 5(t)

is a complex n:se process representing 8aA11tive channel noise as well as

possible adjace=t -hannel interference effects. The received sigmal compon-

ant I 0 (t) is assued modeled as the complex response of the channel to the

transmitted sig.A. I(t) at its input. For purposes of the present discussion,

the channel is =od-led as a lineer ti e-in~axant na.rwband filter vith complex

impulse response .manction h (t) as indicate! in Pig. 1. in reality, the channel

might veil be nnlmear and/or time va-yinS. Nevertheless, the channel can at

least be expected to be tiue-invariant over intervals that are long relative

to typical meassrezent intervals. The question of channel nonlinearities is

somewhat ore difficult -to address. Hoever, since most of the modulation

strategies of iterest possess constant envelopes the presence of n.rrovband

nonlinearities is not expected to have a large influence on the performance of

the digital data link. At any rate the quest!on of channel nonlinearities

remains to be more fully explored in ongoing vork.

We assume t e•. the transmitted signal 1(t) is normalized so that

e s thsrh (t)jIdt,

represents the sigal energy where Ts is tt baud interval. Furthermore, w.

restrict attentior to digital signal' for.-ats such that I(t) has the

A-2
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.re, b(-t) is a .complex vevefov-rash ng o.tsde the interval [O,T ,and
{.)is a compex sequence vbLcb depends upon the data to be communicatedL in

a -aner specific to the modulation strategy employed.. For example, the case

6- is. end h3 (t )io 0(t) with u0 (%) the real baseba:--d pulse vaveform

110 (t ) =,  1 q: <
0 ; elsevhere

cc%.espo=ds to conventional coherent 37SK modulation. Similarly, a-bitrv-7

MGS can be handled by appropriate choice of (a~} The quantities -- and 8 in

(5) are rando timing epoch ad phase offset, respectively. Generally these

vll be f actions of time. For the time being we vii •ssu=e that both -r and

8 are known at the receiver to arbitrarya .ccucr7. Without loss of generality

then we assue both T and 0 are zero in ()

The received signal co"ponent can then be represented over the measie=e

T I

(t). a h(t-iTs) (T)

where h t Mhh*h c (t) is the convolution of the complex modulator vaveform %t

at. the complex impule response h (t) of the csnel. The overall imp.se

e respase i(t) is, of course, not now mince the channel response h (t) is in

general uknmow. Neve theless, It my be possible to adptively estimate this

quantity which should provide useful infozation on the present state of the

channel. A schen e for accomplishing this is Illustrated in PLi. 2. Ree the

cacpez envelopie f(t) is passed through a filter vith a co=plex implse repctse

A-3
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.,(t) and the= sa=2.ed a. %he output in sync-rc=si= -h t*e bad rae. The

timing I.for-at!on .ill presuzably came from a bit srynb:rt-zer vwicl: .

be replicated as part of the modem. The sampled output ' } is then c=mpared

to an estimated sequence {(:) obtained by applying the estimated data sequence

{8}to a finite parameter model of the channel. The estimated data seuence

(a} vil be assu ed to come from the modem output hich is replicated as pert

£ of the perfezance monitoring unit. It Is shovn i= ?iS. 2 as being cbta.1zed at

the output of an appropriately defined decision device. 1e assume ta;. the

error rate is reasonably small so that the occasional errors do not have* a pro-

found effect on overall system perfomacce. Assuming that an appropriv~e finite-

parameter model of the channel is available, the expected output sequence {:f

is compared to the actual sequence {IL t.o gemerate the error sequence {IL}.

An appropriate adaptive a.gorithm .s the= employed to estimate and track chaniges

in the channel parameters. Clearly, the reason for nacl i.the rece-lng oer

in Fig. 2 is to obtain a SNR advantage it he co=parison of expected an! actual

channel outputs.

In order to determine an appropriate finite-parmeter =del for the chan=el,

note that the sampled output sequence is given by

aI J '(*r)r(e"'T)'~j ; i-0,±l,±2,..., (8)
-m I .T

or in normalized form

a 0T k I-N i '- (9)
vhere (i } is a complex zero-mean Gaussian sequence vhose I/Q components are

each of unit variance,
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is tLe eq ivalent rectangular bandvidth of the rece v ng fi ter t in Hz, a!

f inal-, y

The sa.p]ed output sequence can be rewritten in the form

_)2Z , -2- 1
f 1 ~N 0 3; 8  3 - -1 ak-k )

where e assume h 0 1 vbich is merely a conservation of energy constraint. The

second ter in (12) is a distortion term resulting from ISI produced by co-

ch.e 1 distortions on the channel.

.rm the preceding i.t is clear that a reasonable model for the chane_ is

the tapped dela7 line (TDL) illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, ve assume the

channel can be zodeled as a DL with a total of 2L+l taps and correspondini

tap veIghts i =IO,±l,2,...,1L. In the next section ve describe hov the tap

weigts may be adjusted to estimate and track the instan.taneous state of the

channe _.

1U!. Adayutive Ad~lustment Procedure:

Define the performance criterion., as

I a(L) - -Pl a }  (13)

.here (IL, L,...,JO,... iL) represents the tap gain vector of dimension

(2+1.) and " represents the TDL filter output according to

jmL

t iere a (jMa)±s the system transfer fu=cticn of the receiving filter vith
i ,mulsi response .(t).

A-5
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vhere for simliciy we assume that L=., i..e., no decision errors made.

'he perforrance criterion, vich is to be 14-.. zed tbh--ugh choice of ,

can be expressed as

- ~ I E{!'- .-

L

L L
+I I -k { 4 4 ~(5

--L k--L

This last result car be revrl.t-ten in vector matrix form according to

where i is a (2L41)x(2L*2.) matrix ith (kL) component

and .s a (2L+I) vector ,ith k'th component

* ) ; kO,±q,...,L (8)

The "t" in (16) indicates complex conjugate transpose. It is easily seen that.

the oprttimum tap connection vector is thae. vich minimizes the quadratic for=

in (1.6) wit~h the result

(19)

This solution can be determined by an iterative gradient procedure provided the

gradient of the functional J(&) can be determined. Specifically, we propcoc use

of the steepest descent procedure vhere is an initial guess and the successive

estimates are determined according to

4*7 - 41(k) ; -,,.,(20)

vith h the staep size at each iteration and the VIraent !() is detemined

accordizg to

A-6
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here G of - is the error sig .i . -a S. (e ,L,e .,. ,e ,.., ,andL)

is the transmitted data sequence.

The dificulties with lementing the st tepest descent algorzit-m as

described by (20) is that zhe gradient in (22) requires en ensemble aver-ge.

As an alternate ve propose use of the "noisy" pgrao.e estimate

! v(z) -2.(a 1 , C 23)

vb-lch is the typical approach used in practice.

IV. SjIar and Conclusions:

We have described one approach to modeli and adaptive estimation of the

characteristics of VI cmunication lines. Se7e=era things are reqt,re "o -

plete tis vork. Pirst, tehniques should be 1we-l~o;od for estimating ;erfozm-

ance analytically in terms of the estimated pwaeter vector &. Also pattern

recognition techniques should be explored for classifying the degralatie: -Lsizi

* thb*ector IL as a pattern vector. Some experimta--l. resalta should be btained

* uslzg this approach. Finally, ve should inves-.igate more accurate, modellng

approaches to inclUe nonlinear effects in a inite-parameter chaznel modeL.
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Further Results on ModelinG of Voice Frequency

Digital Cmnimcat ion Links for Performance Monitoring Ptwposes

J. W. Modestino

Electrical, Computer and Systems MngIrneerg=g Department
Rensselaer Polytechnic nstitute

Troy, New York 12181

Z. troduction:

rh preyious work C11, an adaptive approach to perform-ace monitoring

of digital communication systems operating on voice frequency (V?) Lines

vas described. This approach, which was an initial attempt at forzlasting

and solving the problem, is Limited in a number of -ays. Most important

eMOng these 1.-t4ations are the fact that the modulation format must be

known a priori and a replica of the actual receiver modem be constructed,

and the fact that only linear channel distortions can be treated in this

way. Zt is of some interest to devise alternative techniques, adaptive or

otherwise, which remove either or both of these Limitations. In the pre-

sent note we describe one such. technique vhich at least alovs modeling of

nonlinear distortion effects.

The Volterra series expansion can be used. to represent the output of a

nonlinear system with mamory in powers of the input. This fact has been very

useful in the analysis of the input/output behavior of nonlinear baseband

syams as described, for eample, in [2]-[5]. The extension to marrawband

signals described in term of imphaae and quadrature (I/Q) components is

relatively straightforward. In particular, suppose that X(t) and y(t) are

..j narrowband signals representing the input and output rtspectively of &

B-I
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marrovband, al~though possibly nonlinear, system as illustrated in Fig. 1.

ere we assume that x( t) and y(t) can be represented in the form

assued describ'ed, by" the complex Vol.tezr series

j tand

7(t) 2 Re ( t)e(c?) . (3)

inwicoas "(A41t s ipl h complex envelopesThinu/tptbavo of thes sypste ies

asumese rbe byt oft h ie csomlex flter s eiperep eh~)te

aer the rernttion.tU)aeclldVler a*s ?ralna ytm

a ter speciacp case ofirst vhen the sstem is non.ineaz b min-'less,

IL

st folo (haf the ltear. naels aTe dsscr ied, by)

whre (s.) is the delta fimotio. From (2) thene we hav

h(t) - 2 Rea (t) , (6)

wth is meely a representati of the odetcu as sacpoe series e7pansion

20-
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at the =-Ot ccuze eawrlope. One can concieve other instananeous or

zero-emwrT nonlizeae-es wich distortO. the azpltude snd phase La decid-

edly d .fekreat -ay". These imerttart specija. cases vilI. be treated in later

wok.

F1ri.ll , consider the a-fold Fourier transform

-. W. ..w U } t ( )

Clear.ly EW) is the fa-mtlar cuple: tr.nsfer famct ion of a marrowband linear

5Titm given by

Il,(a) ( f h-(t)eJ d " (8)

137 aCalo7, the qctit-Y K 1,W,..., a ) v= be called the ='th-order cm-

plez Volterra transfer function.

.Av-.ication to Adaytive Perforg-ance Hinitorigg:

As in [I] , e shall asse the received sigma to be of the for

r(t) r 2 Re{f(t)e2*:I} , (9)

a (_) A _(_)_(_) (10)
L0

wher t steCM4 00e o the ceceled 21W__1______en and

A(t) is represenig addive c elas well

as possible adjacent channel iterference effects. Te received signal

compone0t I ) is as-ued aodeled as the c Mlex response of the channel

to the tranztted signal 3((t) at its input. We &ame the transmit!"ed signal

4eI

is of the forz

1(t (ii)

B-3
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with bt(t) a c mlez wavefoz= vuishig outside the Luter-.L (O,T . and

(a} a complex sequence which depends upon the data to be c~mmicated in a

manner specific to the modulation strategy ployed. The quantities T and

8 in (11) are random ta-ng epoch and phase offset, respectively. As in

[1], we will assume for the time being that both r and 9 are kmovn to arbit-

rary ac urac7 at the rece±ver. Witbout loss of generality -then we asm

that both r a.nd 8 in (11) are zero.

The channel behavior will be modeled in terms of a trncasted complex

Volterra series. Specifica.ly, we assume that

u0 (t) - ++ +.. ,-,.,-+)-F~l- ;(Ti), (.2)
n (12)

= for some choice of hcn(t), nL,2,...,. For ease of exposition we take the

case -K2 In what follows. The case of finite K follows in siMila fashion

except the algebra is a bit tedious. Thus

(t r c(t-T)s(T)dF f (tTt- ,TIv~-d (13), ,- -" 1"
where we have suppressed the dependence upon n in writing hb(.) and h .,.)

for h0 ,1 (-) and he, 2 (-,.), respectively. The overall VP channel model is

then as illustrated. in Fig. 2.

The received signal cmponent can then be represented over the measmuz-

aent intervl [-T ,C1+1)T as

N • iif ifT

s' i I s- J--N 9

I This should cause no confusion since the linear and quadratic filtering
functions are readily identified by whether it is a function of one or
tvo arg~ents.

B-4
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Vhere h(t) C ".h (t) is the couvolmition of the complex mdulator vvz

h Lt) and the "complex impulse response h (t) 'of the channel. similarly, the

a

quanitity h(t,s) is the tea-dimenisional. (2-D) convoluon h(tS A (tes)

define by

h(t's) * 3 t-T)i~cr.Tv)h(s-)dxdv U (5)

It shouid be obvious hov additional high-order convolution products arise if

the volte series of (12) is truncated for some va.lue D'2. In the ease

under consideration neither h(-) or h(-*,-) is kown and =wt be adaptively

estimated from the output of the V? chanl.

Asin [11, ve asse that theL channel. oixtpiz I(t) is passed tboazvgh a

narrovband. filter with coplex impuse response ir(t) and sampled in syncbron-

ism vith the baud rate to genera~te the sequence

S:1¢(.r (t-.)d-ir.,,,..., (16)
-t-iT

is

or n noralized form

Ewe, is a .complex zero-mean Gaussian sequence vwse I/Q components are

each of unit variance,

is the eqivalen't r ec angular bandvidth of the receiving filter in Zz,

and fiallj
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:t should be noted at this point tha~t ve have n,4tten these last t'ro express-

ions oAL in term-s of i-J in the case of (19) and the double index L-k, i-t

in the case of (20). Justification for this, which is not Uidiately appar-

eut, is relstive17 straight fozrard.

rPr. the procedizg, it is clear that a reasonable finte-a-eter model

of the channel is of the form
I- a L . , . (21)

JwL £U-LL-L -

The first termha an interpretation as a conventona2. tapped dela7r line (EL)

as Lu C1], while the second term on the rihct-hnd side of (21) represents a

quadratic operation on the data sequence which is a bit more difflcut to

interpret.

One interpretation to be given to the quadratic operati= n (21.) is to

4 express it in terms of rector mate-x notation according to

L Lf

T
where~ S* (6Lr'a +, while jis a (2L+l)x(.l)

matrix with (k,L) acponeut kw~I,2,.- L. We will. assume that

is positive definite and symestric in which case it can be factored- Lu the

fcu * ' where is an Upper triangmlar matrix. it follow that
L L

k.-LLw~Li-kkL~i-I -'1423

ah~&Lmf In fact, unmder the preceding assumptions we have

b-(24)
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mUiA4 is in general ati*V~n fi-tering operation. For ezazp.e, 'e-th

L 1. £-L

La

fhere O' b 1 57e will, assume that th1e filteing operation represented by

the ,,tr"i can be approZmated by the input/output relationship in (25).

This wil be the case, of course, if b. 01 -k v hich we assum to be

approzimeatel7 true. Mhe sequence (I.) then bas an icterrretation as the

impulse response sequence assciated vith a linear, causal and time-invariant.

f±.±te..i.pu3se ense (.M) d ital. filter, "hich. can agasl be reaszed as

a L.I ndeed, the overall chanel model can be reaslized as parallel com-

bination of two TM's Awth a squaring device and an acc ,lAtor associated

with the quadratic branch. A possible reaLization of this st--ture is

illustrated inu Pig. 3. As indicated, there are a total of (3L+2) coefficients-

L Lto be specified, (2L+L) coefficients and (L+I) coefficients (Lk1,,.

In the ne= section we propose an adaptive procedure for estiating these

coefficients on the basis of past transmissions.

I. Adatie Ad ustment Procedure:

As indicated in the preceding section, the output of the nonLinear channel

iJ~ 4-

S Ebrnch
whl 0"1 reyrseats the fttput of the quadratic branch as illustrated
in rig.

, -B-7



yov Wn.et the peor orance meas.re

* (Ir 41 2j} (
•,~ , (aL~aLL... .o , ... &L) n .A a (Ao, L."'" L represent the

tag gain vectors in Fig. 3 of dimension (2L+.) and (L.3.), respeetiv2.y. This

performance measure is to be mnimizzed by s=zltanecus choice of fand A, and

can be rewritten an
L

* ~ ~ ~ ~ +R Z(~. a~Ii2} ( E(~ z

ljm6- JU:0n-0 k-L

L L

IuL kmL L

I I , " y.Z3(Fa miJ.
-. (28)

L L r L L L

3.0 nuo ' %ZO v-0 ' Ja-L ku-L

While this expression looks quite complicated, it is shcn in Appendix A that

it can be simplified, somtat and revritten in vector matrix notation accord-

ing to 1

.(I, ..- ' I .I &) I - (li'-j {)

-M(tr 11(42) i W

Each of the terms in this last expression are deflned explicitly iz Appendix 3,

to w'ich the reader is -efe-- to for details. P-urth'sr , it follows easily

f, Iwo the dager "e Indicates co=plex conjugat transposo.
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that the oti= choice for and I arza fond as' solutions to the siA.tafeou.s

eqmat~lows

"I I!) t -.

and

Zn gne.4 tbase si=.taneous nonln.ea equations are diffic t to solve.

cedae. Specifically, we propose use of a lteeest descent procedure vwee

an A. are initial guessecs and the succes sive estimates are deterzned

according to

1t.L.n- '!.(Ii,!L) ; -,,... , (32.a)

h £1,I-hyN( 10 L) ; 1t.0,.. , (31b)

we. h is the step size at each iteration and the gradients are deareued,

tra (30).

To We., do. some pbyuca.l interpretation, to this procedure, consider the

-, padlest 7- :(#,1) of (30a), i.e.,

((32)

" whe Lf. # I.is the e ,ow signal and, as previously, *(a :L L,. L

S...,tl,... .,,a ., aL) Is te t transmitted data sequence. Simi3.azl1', we have

-9 (33)

On o is an (L+i).wectoz' with k'th element

B-9g
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juL-

with fai } h eo4c foxits of the upper tapped delay Line in ?ii. 3

i-I

with c eponents geneated according to (25), i.e.,

L

The difficuizes vit impmetin the steepest descent a .gorit em as

desc ibed aboe is that the a-adets in (32) nd (33) reqiuire ensemble

averages. As an ad.we.ate we propose use of the "noisy" grudent estimates

V J,) -ea '(36&)

* and

which is the approach usua.11 eado~tod in practice.

T. LSnaz and Concluslons:

* We have described an approach. to model4.1" and adaptive estimation of the

* chaxwcteristics of VP cam±ncation lines. subject to zon.±near distortio

effects. As noted prvilously7 in t ,it ram-ns to develop analy.tical tech-

4 ~ niques for? estimating oro rate performance in terms of the estImated pa-

meter weetors tand A. Also to be investigated are pattern recognition

* teehniques for c3Awsfying the degmdation using the vectors Jand L. as

perameter vectors. Pinal, 'we not. that the approach described here is limit-

* 'I ed to ines' mdulation strategies. tt romains to determine bow adaptive

4" estimtion. tocbniq=s can be used with nonlInear mo:tiation formats.
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Appendix A

Tector-Mat=.i For.ation of ?e"fo'a~ce Cziteron

Cousider the pezror--Ance criterion J(I,A) as Vven by (28) of the 'exe.

MhIS can be vTitten as
!~u -,"!l + ,j.| 2, ,(aC), (A-3.)

vb• eTI(t,!) depends upon both azd I and is obtained as the s. of the

fizt four te--s i (28), i.e.,
F 1 (1 ,z.2, { JIE ~ }.

{L a.L L L -L I 0n=O =I -L :-j i-,k-a L-.-a-l

L L

t~~ oI (2)-.~ (A-2)
lml.arl,7, the tar. 1 2 (1) depends cnlr upon I and. consists of the ast t-a

J2 E.- e --£ ~E1*

. t!e= of" (28), i.e. ,

L L L L L L

-n0O n0 uO -0 J.-.L k--L

We aon:ent;te UP= each of these ters sepaate.l.

After sie a.mLebrz it is easil shawn -hat

~ ~ ~is a (2L+l)-veotor w1ith kVth cinponeat

B-i
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a-k

X I X XL) is a (2L+1)-vec*tor with kth ccu-

ponent
- L L L

S-0 a-0~ L-L

andwe have vritten XCI) la an explicit 164ctton of L to ephau±ze this depe"

ence as idicated bY (A-T) . :t shoul.d be mated i-- partcular that the pod'il

vith respect to I is gelven by

a 1I.e{~(~I} ,(A-9)

vith )an (L+L)x(L+I) matrix depending uxpon j ith C'M,n) ileint

L L

a~ Ju-L Jk-L ±-k- MA~ A-a

Nov froz the def±±ition of 1 2 (1) in (A-3) we can~ revrite this in the

2(- - 2@(tCuTI} *etr.(UtA(I)I (A1

Idze i is a (rol)x(L+l) matTrix vith Cm,:) elinant

t~ HEre it is easier to go back to the letialtion of 7 (1,&) given in CA-2).

B- 12



F±ia.11y, tile matr±z A(L is &u, (.r,+2z(L+L) matez de;endiz exi1±ctj uper.

a with (2U ealna~t

L L L L

It follovs aft er some elementary algebra that

B- 13
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Appendix C

Modem Signature Analysis Demonstration System Users Guide

C.1 Overview

The NSA demonstration system is implemented as modular tasks linked

together with the RSX11M Indirect Command File processor. This facilitates

the removal of certain modules for other applications without code modifica-

tion.

On the DICE? PDP 11/40 system, the NSA directory is C3,3J. Command files

exist together with the sources in that directory so that a complete rebuild

of the software system can be effected with the command;

0 MSABLD

The rebuild would only be necessary in cases of operating system modifi-

cation.

In order to operate the IM deonstration system, the user must be in the

NSA directory and have the desired input waveform files in the sme directory.

The waveform is expected to be in a fixed (IDRS) format file which has the

following attributes:

- unformatted

- direct access organization

- 512 bytes per record

Record 1 of the file is a header containing the Information shown in Table C-

1. This data format is harmonious with most A/D collection systa. Date is

C-1



stored from record 2 on, 1 sample per two-byte integer word. Also it is

assumed that the waveform is sampled at 12.8 Kc.

C.2 Operation of the NSA Demonstration System

With the 12.8Hz sampled waveform In the NSA directory, (3,33, the NSA

command file is invoked with the command

@ MODEM.

The interaction is now explained.

'DO YOU WISH TO SKIP PHASE IB? [Y/N3:

Optionally the generation of the raw and rectified signal spectra and the

power spectra for the 2- and 4-stage lattice filtered signals, both rectified

and not, can be omitted from the experiment. Since none of this output is

$used in the phase 1 go/no go decision these calculations are not required.

'AUTOCORRELATION BUFFER LENGTH (3K OR 8K):

Here the user specifies the correlation length as "3K" or "M" points.

Note that more vectors result for the "3K" decision.

'AUTOMATED [Y/N):

The system can process in batch mode If the data is located on magtape
"mounted" on the tape drive and a list of the desired magtape files is con-

btained in "WAVENAME.LST" in the format illustrated by the command file prompt.

'WAVEFORM FILE TO BE PROCESSED?

[C4

' I
. . .

__+ '++ ' +++ +++ 77 -T



This requests the name of the input signal to process, assuing that

automated mode Was not selected. This is the end of the user interaction.

Output from a sample run is shown in Figures C-1 through C-1I for the

CODEX LSI-48 Mode B modem with 60 Hz phase jitter at 640 P/P added. The out-

put is self-docmenting with the possible exception of the peaks detector sum-

mattes which are described in the next section.

C.3 MSA Demonstration System Program Reference Manual

The Command File Structure

The 'NSA Command File' is divided into 3 main phases:

1. Gross Channel Quality Analysis

2. Modem Generic Type ID

3. Channel Impairment Characterization

Each of these phases is further subdivided into smaller tasks, all linked

by the RSX11M Indirect Command File Processor. The structure is detailed in

the following section.

C.3.1 Phase 1: Go/No Go Decision

C.3.1.1 Phase IA: Gross Channel Quality Estimation

The Go/No Go decision of the channel is performed using time domain

statistics:

- Rectified Peak/Average Signal Ratio

C-3



-Rectified Signal Peak/Average Ratio Variance

Programs:

NORMALIZE - normalize inputs the- specified raw IDRS formatted waveform,

converts to R*4 data as required, removes any residual bias

caused by the A/D Converter, and normalizes the waveform to

unity power. The output waveform has the extension ".NRM".

EVLSTS - accepts the (".NRM") normalized waveform and computes the rec-

tified signal peak to average ratio and rectified signal peak

to average ratio variance.

A reference file "EVLSTS.DAT" contains the user-settable

acceptable limits for each of these (2) tests. The output from

the program is the PHASE IA summary and a flag passed back to

the Indirect Command File Processor signaling either 'CHANNEL

ACCEPTED' or 'CHANNEL REJECTED'.

C.3.1.2 Phase 1B: Signal Spectral Enhancement

Phase 1B is a collection of signal processing algorithms deemed promising

in enhancing certain spectral components, such as baud or carrier, to a point

where they are suitable for classification features for generic typing or

impairment characterization. This phase consists of (3) major algorithms

linked as shown in Figure C-1.

Programs:

RECT - accepts an input waveform and creates a full wave rectified

output waveform. Input and output filenmes are specified.

* C-4
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MSLFLT - is the multi-stage lattice filter. Input and output waveforms

are specified with the desired number of filter stages.

PWRSPT - is the spectral estimator. The input waveform is specified and

successive 1024-point real-to-complex FFT's are performed and

averaged to a maximum of 10. The output is in waveform format,

512 points (bins) long.

PEAK]DT - is the peaks detector which operates on the spectrum created by
PWRSPT. Only specified frequency ranges of the spectrum are

considered 83 noted on the output listing. Each of the 6 spec-

trums generated in Phase 1B are processed concurrently, and the

results are consolidated onto a single output summary page.

A sample cell from the peaks detector has the following format

and fields:

M 2170. Hz

C 0. Hz

@5.db,. Hz

where:

"N" z maximum frequency in band

"C" x center of valid spectral spike

"@1 x minimum clear pulse height above noise in order

that a spike be declared valid

z BW of the valid component "@"dB down.

i

NOTE: If no acceptable spike was found,

"C" and "," values will be zero.

C-5



C.3.2 Phase 2: Modem Generic Type Classifier

Five lags of the autocorrelation (1,2,3,4 and 6) of the 1-bit quantized

signal are generated for the user-specified window of 3K or 8K samples. All

of the normalized signal is processed and the output vector file (.VEC) con-

tains one vector of 5 lag measurements each for each non-overlapping window

available in the input waveform.

The vectors are run through four Fisher classifiers:

- Modulation Type

- Baud Rate

- Combined Modulation Type - Baud Rate

- Modem ID

Programs:

ACORR - generates specified lags of the autocorrelation of the normalized

input waveform. Lag 0 is used for normalizing the vector (other

j lags). The program creates a ".VEC" file suitable for input

directly into the Fisher classifier (or OLPARS). The length of

each correlation window is user-specified at 3000 or 8000 samples.

FHREXE - is the Fisher Discriminate pair classifier. Input files are

".VEC" vector files and a summary is produced together with flags

signaling the .AT processor as to the outcome. The logic library

is user specified.

PHASE2 - Phase2 is the executive program which compiles summary and effects

final Phase 2 logic decision of modulation and baud.

If the baud rate or modulation type classifier rejects the input,

the E)MC will recover provided that the combination classifier and

C-6
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the remaining baud or type classifier agree.

The Modem ID classifier is not used in this decision, rather it is

required in Phase 3 in lieu of consistent database collection

parameters.

* eC.3.3 Phase 3 - Channel Impairment Characterization

Phase 3 consists of two sub-phases; the statistical channel characterizer

for the estimation of channel S/N and harmonic distortion, and the phase

jitter detector.

Programs:

EVLIMP the peak-to-average ratio and the peak/average ratio variance of

the rectified signal are calculated and used to index into a tem-

plate file identified by the modem ID classifier of Phase 2. The

requirement for the fingerprint level ID of modem is imposed by

the unexplained discrepancies in the signal formats due most

likely to the inconsistent collection parameters, sample rate,

etc.

The result of the template search is the classification

result for the presence and degree of HD or AGN on the line in the

form of the Phase 3A executive summary.

DEMODI is the IR filter demodulator. The generic identification indi-

cates a o.sk file (for example, DPSK1200.PRM) which contains the

mix frequency and proper filters for the demodulation of this gen-

eric type.

C-7
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For the three cases of bits/symbol 1, 2, and 3, the FM tran-

sition removal tasks are:

REMBITI

REHBIT2

REMBIT3

The actual II) of the modem is used here to indicate the proper

thresholds for the operation. The thresholds are stored on disk

under the name S".PRM" where IS' is the symbol of the modem sig-

nal. The input extension ".FM" is assumed and ".NFM" (No FM) file

is produced for specified input waveform file.

RESAMP Applies a 200Hz low-pass Butterworth 2-pole filter to smooth the

".NFM" input file. The signal is resampled by 4 and stored back on

disk.

PWRSPT As described earlier, the power spectrum generator operates on the

specified input, the resampled no-FM signal in this case, and pro-

duces a single line power spectrum. This is plotted for the user.

MODPEAKDT is the modified peaks detector which operates on the FM spectrum.

The output is as shown below:

C-8
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line

(1) M 25Hz

(2) 7.22dB

(3) C OH

(4;) #2dB, OHz

(5) HP

(6) N 19Hz

(7) 6. 14dB

where

Sline (1) is the maximum frequency component in the specified band

line (2) is the power of the line (1) component

line (3) is the center frequency of the component or is 0 if no

unique spike is found

line (4) is the component bandwidth at 2dB below the peak, or is

0 if no component is found

line (5) is the cause for rejection of the spike (if it is

rejected):

NP a multiple peaks

PO a peaks overlapping band edge
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line (6) is the maximum frequency of the second highest spectral

component in the specified band

line (7) is the maximum power level of the second highest

spectral component in the specified band.

I In addition, an estimate of the noise floor for the 0-200Hz band is given

in the leftmost column. This serves as a reference when examining spectral

power levels of the peaks detector output.

t

.
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WORD DESCRIPTION

1 No. of Channels

2,3 Sample Rate (1*4)

4 Start Time (Hours)

5 Start Time (Minutes)

6 Start Time (Seconds)

7 End Time (Hours)

8 End Time (Minutes)

9 End Time (Seconds)

13 Run Number

14 Data Type (0; Integer 9
32-bit Floating Point)

17,18 Number of Data Records (1*4)

All Words are 1*2 unless otherwise specified. Only

the sample rate and data type are used by the MSA

software.

Table C-1 IDRS Waveform Header
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@ooo@*oooe PHASE 2: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ooooo

DATA FILE: B21D7ee64.VEC
NUNER OF DATA VECTORS: 8

LOGIC FILE: MODTYP.F3K
F P D Q 0
0 e 8 0 0

MODULATION: PSK/DPSK

LOGIC FILE: BAUDRT.F31
1 2 3 4 5
8 see e

BAUD RATE: 1200

LOGIC FILE: XODBRT.F3K
F D d Q A P ?
0 8 0 00 0

MODULATION, BAUD RATE: PSK/DPSK, 1200

LOGIC FILE: MIODEXI§.F3K

a b a d h 1 r v z0 7 0 0 0 0 g 0 1 0 0
NODEN TYPE: CODEX LSI-48, NODE B

FINAL DECISION:

MODULATION, BAUD RATE: PSL/DPSK, 1200

* *1

Figure C-9

Phase 2 Executive Summary
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*******ooo PHASE 3A EXECUTIVE SUMMARY *oo*ooooo

REFERENCE LIBRARY: b

PROCESS ING B2 II De4. NRn

**--- RESULTS OF THE PEAK/AVERAGE RATIO CLASSIFIER ---e

*O NO SIGNIFICANT HARMONIC DISTORTION OR GAUSSIAN NOISE DETECTED *0

*--- RESULTS OF THE PEAK/AVERAGE RATIO VARIANCE CLASSIFIER --- **

*O NO SIGNIFICANT HARMONIC DISTORTION OR GAUSSIAN NOISE DETECTED 00

ooo o PHASE 3B: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY o

FILE: B2ID70064

18. hz 60. hz 120. hz 180. hz
NOISE
4.05 db M 2S. hz M 63. hz M 13. hz M 185. h7"

7.22 db 13,33 db 5.04 db: 5.38 db

C 0. hz C 6e. hz C 0. hz C 0. hz
:0 2.db, O.hz:@ 2.db, 6.hz:e 2.db, e.hz:f 2.db, O.hz

:MP NP NlP

:M 19. hz M 0. hz M 123. hz M 195. hz
, 6.14 db 0. 0 db 5.04 db 3.95 db

Figure C-10

Phase 3 Executive Summary
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